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FOREWORD

Partitioning and Transmutation (P&T) is debated in many countries creating and
possessing spent fuel and high level radioactive waste. Important projects are carried out by
OECD/NEA countries, notably France, Japan and the USA. Within the Nuclear Fission Programme of
the European Commission several projects are being supported. Agreement exists that P&T will not
make geological disposal superfluous, for some waste streams P&T has the potential to reduce the
volumes of high-level wastes and the time over which the wastes remain radiologically toxic.

In order to strengthen the interaction between the P&T and the RWM (Radioactive Waste
Management) communities, at the 3rd plenary meeting of IGSC (Integration Group for the Safety
Case) it was proposed to hold a Topical Session on “Potential Impacts of Partitioning and
Transmutation on Long-term Waste Management and Disposal” at the next plenary meeting of the
IGSC [see meeting minutes: NEA/RWM/IGSC(2001)8]. The proposal was given support by the
RWMC.

The P&T Topical Session was organised into the framework of the 4th meeting of the IGSC
.The Topical Session was held in Paris, France on 6 November 2002.

53 IGSC participants took part in the Topical Session. They represented several national waste
management organisations, regulatory authorities, and research institutions from 16 OECD member
countries, IAEA and EC. Two representatives of the P&T community were invited and took part. Two
are part of the NEA’s Committee for Technical and Economic Studies on Nuclear Energy and Fuel
Cycle known as Nuclear Development Committee (NDC) organisation. They took part in the NDC’s
Phase 2 P&T systems study. Another invited P&T community guest presented the work performed in
the Euratom Framework Programmes and co-sponsored by the European Commission. Their presence
and presentations resulted in a useful dialogue between the P&T and disposal communities. The
French, Japanese and US strategies for P&T were also presented, showing there is already some
degree of coordination between the P&T and RWM communities within those nations.

It was emphasised that the Topical Session did not have the goal to present or discuss the
technical details of potential future fuel cycles nor did it seek to elaborate on the details of geological
disposal. The aim was to gain a balanced picture of the potential impact of future fuel cycles on
geological disposal, on its pillars of safety in short and long-term performance, and to discuss in what
directions future coordination-work could go.

The programme of the topical session had presentations addressing the following points:

•  General aims of P&T.

•  Present status of P&T and its projected impacts on inventories and geological disposal.

•  Overview of EC activities and presentation of the new NEA/NDC studies.

•  Main factors in recent safety evaluations of geological disposal and relevant open
questions (in view of waste forms and inventories from P&T) such as potential impact on
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performance assessment indicators, parameter values, and uncertainties. The adequacy of
current performance assessment methods to address these potential P&T waste forms
was also briefly discussed.

The presentations gave the necessary background for a discussion that was organised as a
platform in order to provide IGSC messages on this topic that would then be delivered to the RWMC
(Radioactive Waste Management Committee).

This report presents a synthesis of the various oral presentations and the discussions and
exchanges during the Session as well as a compilation of the written contributions. It is intended to
provide a state of the art overview of the different aspects of P&T strategies on repository long-term
performance and safety.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The bulk of radioactive waste results mainly from energy production in nuclear power
plants. At present, this waste is safely stored near reactor sites, in dedicated storage facilities, and
low-level wastes in some countries are disposed of in near surface disposal facilities. The stored
wastes are accumulating, and the generally agreed-to solution is to dispose of vitrified waste or spent
fuel in deep geological disposal facilities. The main concern in the disposal of radioactive waste is
related to long-lived radionuclides – some of them will remain hazardous for tens of thousands of
years and longer.

To demonstrate the safety of geological disposal of radioactive waste a safety case has to be
developed for a specific concept of disposal at a given site. This safety case is a collection of
arguments at a given stage of repository development in support of the long-term safety of the
repository. The safety case comprises the findings of a safety assessment and a statement of
confidence in these findings. The type of waste to be disposed of is an important component of the
disposal concept.

At present, novel fuel cycles are under investigation at national and international levels
including research in partitioning and transmutation (P&T) technologies. Comprehensive projects are
carried out in OECD countries, notably France, Japan and the USA. Within the Nuclear Fission Safety
programme the European Commission (EC) is supporting several projects and it is anticipated that the
contribution of the EC will increase within the 6th Framework Programme1. In addition the Nuclear
Energy Agency has recently published a report comparing fuel cycles for accelerator driven systems
and fast reactors (referenced in synopsis of NEA/NDC presentation, below). By using P&T it might be
possible to reduce the long-lived component of the radioactive waste, thus easing the waste
management problem. A safety case for a repository for wastes from P&T fuel cycles would be
different from a safety case that deals with spent fuel and/or vitrified high-level waste.

Thus, a Topical Session that focused on the “The potential impacts on repository safety
from a potential P&T programme” was organised in the framework of the 4th plenary meeting
[NEA/RWM/IGSC(2002)10] of the IGSC (Integration Group for the Safety Case). This session was
held in Paris, France on 6 November 2002. This Topical Session sought to create IGSC awareness
regarding potential issues involving P&T, other potential fuel cycle changes, and a repository safety
case. The Topical Session focused on the recent scientific developments in potential national P&T
strategies, and on international research on P&T and the potential impacts of P&T deployment on
repository long-term performance and safety.

53 participants represented several national waste management organisations, regulatory
authorities, and research institutions from 16 OECD member countries, IAEA and EC.

                                                     
1. Overview of the EU research projects on partitioning and transmutation of long-lived radionuclides. EC

project report EUR 19614 EN, Brussels: EC, 2000, ISBN 92-894-0439-6.
Evaluation of possible partitioning and transmutation strategies and of means for implementing them. EC
project report EUR 19128 EN, Brussels: EC, 2000, ISBN 92-828-3018-7.
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The Topical Session was split in three parts:

•  Part A was related to national P&T strategies (e.g. which radionuclide are affected by
P&T; implication on step-wise decision-making, what are the changes in potential
doses...)

•  Part B consisted of EC and NEA/NDC presentations on the technical bases of P&T; (e.g.
what is the resulting inventory of P&T, what is the schedule regarding developing and
deploying P&T processes ?) and

•  Based on background provided by the previous presentations, Part C was aimed at
discussing the impact of P&T strategies on IGSC-related issues, and agreeing to key
messages to be delivered to the RWMC.

The chairman of this Topical Session was Jörg Hadermann (PSI, Switzerland). The
rapporteur was Jürgen Wollrath (BfS, Germany).

The current synthesis presented in part A of this document is aimed at briefly reflecting the
material presented at the Topical Session and providing a short overview of the main outcomes of its
discussions. The written contributions are compiled as-received without further elaboration, either as
presentations or papers, in part B of the document. Part C gives the list of participants at this Topical
Session.
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2. BACKGROUND

The operation of nuclear fission reactors to produce electricity gives rise to radioactive waste
as a by-product that contains a whole range of radionuclides from short-lived to long-lived. The
radionuclides which are considered as a potential risk to future generations are mainly the long-lived
actinides and fission products, thus requiring very long time periods to be considered for their
geological disposal as they will remain hazardous for tens of thousands of years. P&T aims to reduce
the inventories of these long-lived radionuclides in radioactive waste by transmuting them into
radionuclides with a shorter half-life.

To achieve this goal, these long-lived radionuclides are to be transmuted by neutron
irradiation in fission reactors or other facilities. Transmutation is possible only after reprocessing the
spent fuel to separate the radionuclides intended for such treatment. Partitioning is the set of chemical
processes necessary to separate from the high-level waste the long-lived radionuclides to be
transmuted. This separation must be very selective to achieve an efficient transmutation of the long-
lived radiotoxic elements. Long-lived radionuclides could be transmuted into stable or short-lived
nuclides in dedicated burners [critical nuclear fast reactors (FR) and sub-critical accelerator-driven
systems (ADS)]. However, this fuel-cycle management approach will be fully effective only if it is
pursued consistently for many decades, perhaps a hundred years or more.

If successfully achieved, P&T will produce high-level waste with smaller inventories of
radiotoxic nuclides than the current once-through fuel cycle. This has sometimes led to the over-
enthusiastic assumption that P&T is an alternative to a geological repository. However, wastes will
still have half-lives in the multiple hundred of years, meaning that geological isolation is still required,
just not for the extremely long time periods currently necessary. Also, as the efficiency of P&T is not
100 %, also some radiotoxic actinides will remain in the waste, again making the use of a deep
geological repository a prudent approach to assuring public safety. Additionally, the P&T processes
produce additional radioactive waste which may not require geological disposal, but still has to be
managed safely.

The IGSC learned that novel fuel cycles including P&T are under investigation at national
and international levels, notably in the USA, in Japan, in France, and in the EC. These investigations
have led to significant technological progress in the last decades. Nevertheless, the application of P&T
on an industrial scale requires further efforts. Furthermore, this technology creates novel waste types
influencing the waste disposal concepts developed so far for geological disposal of radioactive waste.
As the safety case is specific for a specific disposal concept, which includes the waste type, and site,
the P&T issue is clearly an NEA-level (both RWMC and NDC) concern. Therefore, the IGSC sought,
through this Topical Session, to become aware of the technical issues potentially affecting the safety
case.

It should be emphasised that the Topical Session did not have the goal to present or discuss
the technical details of potential future fuel cycles nor those of geological disposal. The aim was to
strengthen the awareness of the potential impact of future fuel cycles on geological disposal and on its
pillars of safety in short- and long-term performance. Its theme was thus the interface between the
P&T and waste management communities. The presentations gave the necessary background for a
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discussion that was organised as a platform in order to provide messages to be delivered to the
RWMC, including potential decisions on possible future work in this area. A need for a continued
relationship between the two communities concerned seemed indicated.
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3. SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS

Jörg Hadermann (PSI, Switzerland) opened the Topical Session by introducing the frame for
the Session from the point of view of radioactive waste management. He reminded attendees that a
safety case is specific for a specific concept of disposal at a given site for a repository and that the type
of waste is an important component of the disposal concept. Because novel fuel cycles are under
investigation at national and international levels and funding for research into P&T strategies is a
reality, the potential impact of such strategies on radioactive waste management has to be considered.
He pointed out considerable progress has been made over the past decades in the field of P&T. One of
the aims of new nuclear energy systems (e.g. Generation IV) is to reduce waste toxicity and volumes.
However, it is also recognised that the new systems and fuel cycles require a geological repository.
Therefore, the aim of the Topical Session is to become aware of the technical issues of a P&T strategy
that may affect a repository safety case.

Jean-Marc Cavedon (CEA, France) then presented the developments concerning Plutonium
management and minor actinides P&T research and development in France. By the 1991 law on
high-level long-lived radioactive waste a research programme was launched in the areas: (i) geological
disposal, (ii) conditioning and long-term storage, and (iii) radiotoxicity reduction by P&T. The results
of the work in these areas will be presented to the French Government and Parliament in 2006. The
control of Plutonium stocks generated by the French PWRs is proposed to increase Plutonium
consumption in reactors and minimise radioactive waste production, and requires the recycling of
actinides, especially Plutonium. In the long term, CEA intends to develop a new technology based on
gas cooled reactors and their associated fuel cycle, including multiple recycling of Plutonium. The
advantages of this development consist in the optimisation of the use of natural resources and the
concentration of Plutonium in limited quantities of fuel rods. If needed, the minor actinides could also
be recycled. The planned CEA developments depend on new fuel types and will lead to novel waste
types (light glasses) with a reduction of long-term radiotoxicity.  Radiotoxicity reductions  by a factor
of 3 to 5 are expected for Plutonium recycling scenarios, and by up to a factor of a few hundreds for
Plutonium and minor actinides recycling scenarios. This gain is nearly independent on the reactor type
used, but needs about 100 years of application to become effective in terms of making a difference in
the total waste inventory to be disposed of.

Hiroyuki Umeki (NUMO, Japan) and Hideo Kimura (JAERI, Japan) reported about the
Japanese OMEGA (options making extra gains from actinides and fission products) project. This
project is documented in an AEC progress report2 and aims at the evaluation of three different P&T
concepts, and the demonstration of their feasibility by performing engineering experiments. The
emphasis of JNC’s work under this project is on the development of a fast reactor technique to
minimise high-level waste. The concept is based on the pure recovery of so-called necessary elements
for new fuel production, and the rough removal of unnecessary elements leading to novel types of
radioactive waste. This ORIENT (optimisation by removing impedimental elements) cycle3, which is
based on the latter concept, produces about 1/10th the waste volume per unit energy, or 1/3rd the per

                                                     
2. See the paper in the compilation list: S. AokI (2001).

3 . See the paper in the compilation list: N. Takaki, et al. (2002).
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unit-energy fuel mass of high-level waste of the conventional cycle applied in Japan. The CRIEPI
Pyro-Process Fuel Cycle consists of an effective coupling of current or future LWR and fast reactor
cycles and aims at excellent economy, enhanced safety, proliferation resistance, and environment-
friendliness. Two major waste streams are generated consisting of salt waste on the one hand and
metal waste on the other. The JAERI research4 is based on a double strata fuel cycle in which the
current Japanese reprocessing fuel cycle is the first layer and an accelerator-driven P&T system would
be the second layer. JAERI has begun to identify the chemical composition and to quantify the amount
of radioactively contaminated wastes that may be generated by each of the processes involved in the
P&T cycle. The introduction of the P&T system into the current fuel cycle decreases both short- and
long-term radioactivity of high-level waste, but it also produces various additional forms of lower-
level radioactive waste. Long-lived radionuclides are added to the existing inventory of these wastes
that are generated in the current fuel cycle. The chemical toxicity of some heavy metals contained in
the waste may be of more concern than the radiological toxicity.

Abe van Luik (DOE, USA) stated that the U.S. Department of Energy is interested in P&T to
the extent that transmutation is technically feasible and will reduce the toxicity of the waste to a point
that makes it technically and economically justified. Therefore, research on P&T strategies
incorporates the evaluation of its potential costs and benefits. A progress report to Congress (in
preparation) will likely state that system studies in the USA and in Europe indicate a preference for
reactor based transmutation rather than accelerator-driven systems. DOE proposes isolation of Cs and
Sr, the recycling of Pu and Np in LWRs, and later the recycling of minor actinides in fast reactors. The
report identifies the high-level waste volume reduction, the easier management of short-term heat
load, the reduction of long-term heat load and radiotoxicity, and therefore long-term dose reduction as
potential benefits. The goal of ongoing work is to quantify these benefits in order to allow an
assessment of which alternatives can be economically useful in increasing the repository capacity,
reducing the potential hazard from the repository and reducing uncertainties associated with the
performance of the repository. This may, depending on the national nuclear power scenario, delay or
avoid the need for a second repository for high-level waste in the USA. Furthermore DOE has
received and is evaluating a proposal for simulation-based engineering to integrate all aspects of
nuclear energy including reactor technology and waste disposal.

Representing the EC, Michel Hugon gave an overview of the research activities on P&T
carried out during the EURATOM 5th Framework Programme lasting from 1998 to 2002. The aim of
the research work on P&T is to provide a basis for evaluating the practicability of P&T on an
industrial scale for reducing the amount of long-lived radionuclides to be disposed of. The research
projects are grouped in five clusters co-ordinated by the ADOPT (ADvanced Options for P&T)
network: (i) hydrometallurgical and pyrochemical partitioning processes, (ii) basic studies on
transmutation (nuclear data and neurtronics), (iii) technological support for transmutation, (iv) fuel for
transmutation and (v) preliminary design for an accelerator driven system (ADS). The transmutation
part of the programme is focused on ADS development although many topics investigated are useful
for critical burners also. The results of the 5th Framework Programme projects will be presented in an
International Workshop on P&T and ADS Development to be held in Mol, Belgium 6-8 October 2003.
The 6th Framework Programme (2002-2006) and its specific programmes have been adopted by the
European Council and Parliament in 2002. The objective of the research in the P&T sub-area is to
determine practical ways of reducing the amount and/or hazard of the long-term component of the
radioactive waste to be disposed of in geological repositories by P&T and to evaluate their
practicability on an industrial scale. One of the research area of this programme will be a fundamental
assessment of the overall concept of P&T and in particular its impact on waste management and
geological disposal.

                                                     
4 . See the paper in the compilation list: S. Nakayama et al. (2001).
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Peter Wydler presented the results of the “second phase” P&T study performed by an expert
group of the NEA’s Committee for Technical and Economic Studies on Nuclear Energy Fuel Cycle
known as Nuclear Development Committee (NDC)5. The study complements an earlier (first phase)
study, carried out from 1996 to 1998, which reviewed progress in the P&T area with emphasis on
partitioning technologies, actinide and fission product transmutation in dedicated reactor systems, and
benefits for waste management. During the second phase (1999-2002) the roles of the ADS and the FR
in P&T strategies have been clarified. The sustainability characteristics of transmutation strategies as
well as the development status of the ADS with respect to reactor and fuel cycle technology, safety,
and R&D needs have been assessed. The study came to the general conclusions that:

(i) P&T must be considered as a long-term endeavour because it will be an important
element of a future sustainable nuclear energy system and directly influence the choices
of new technologies;

(ii) P&T addresses primarily the radiotoxicity of the high-level waste and the benefit for
waste management requires further investigation, especially regarding the new waste
forms arising from the pyro-reprocessing;

(iii) a considerable amount of R&D will be needed before the new reactor and fuel cycle
technologies could be deployed and;

(iv) due to long time constants for the introduction and phase-out of the technology, the full
potential of a transmutation system can be exploited only if the system is utilised for at
least hundred years.

Reprocessing strategies, with or without P&T, generally reduce the mass of the high-level
waste compared with the once-through strategy. Additionally, P&T allows to practically eliminate all
radiotoxic actinides from the high-level waste. Due to the high decoy heat of dedicated transmutation
fuels, P&T requires pyrochemical reprocessing models. These, generates new waste forms for which a
sufficient understanding under repository conditions has not yet been developed.

                                                     
5. Accelerator-driven systems (ADS) and fast reactors (FR) in advanced nuclear fuel cycles - a comparative

study. Paris: OECD/NEA, 2002, ISBN 92-64-18482-1.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Topical Session on the “The potential impacts on repository safety from a potential
P&T programme” gave a rough overview of the technical issues concerning P&T strategies and their
influence on radioactive waste management. The implications of P&T on radioactive waste
management are diverse and the Topical Session could not tackle all perspectives. Nevertheless, it
brought together a number of important issues from the viewpoint of radioactive waste management.

Each presentation was followed by a discussion. Discussions tended to cover many topics such as
research needs and schedules and potential obstacles to P&T deployment. These were of interest to
allow the IGSC participants to place what they learnt into a time perspective. Some of the discussion
was directly focused on the need for a working interface between the two communities, of course.
That discussion was captured and made into a list of items the IGSC wished to communicate to the
RWMC. The list is a summary of discussions as well as a communications tool:

•  P&T will not eliminate the need for geological disposal of radioactive waste but has the potential
to reduce volume, radiotoxicity and long-term heat production of the highest activity waste.

The P&T technology reduces the initial radioactivity of high-level waste through its separation
process and reduces the amount of long-lived minor actinides contained in the high-level waste
through its transmutation process. To achieve a radiotoxicity reduction of the high-level waste by
a factor of 100 the ambitious goal for 99,9 % recovery of all actinides has to be set.

This reduction of the waste volume may lead to a better use of a repository site. However, the
comparison of the amount of waste generated by different fuel cycle options per unit of energy
produced does not take into account that P&T strategies may increase the overall nuclear
programme considerably.

•  P&T shows potential only if nuclear energy production is continued beyond the middle of this
century and a commitment to reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel is made.

P&T strategies make only slightly better use of the mined Uranium and therefore may lead to a
more sustainable energy production in other respects. Due to the long time constants for the
introduction and phase-out of this technology, its full potential can be exploited only if it is
utilised for at least a hundred years. P&T must be considered therefore as a long-term endeavour.

•  Design studies and small-scale experiments have led to progress in P&T. The Topical Session
could give only a rough overview. For example, the potential increase, and the radiological
consequences, of new LLW and ILW streams have not been specifically addressed.

Besides the reduction of the initial radioactivity of high-level waste, the P&T technology produces
various types of low-level waste through its physical and chemical processes. This applies
especially to the pyrochemical reprocessing methods, which generate new waste forms for which a
sufficient understanding of their behaviour under repository conditions has not yet been
developed.
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•  From the IGSC point of view, on the one hand no showstoppers for the new reactor concepts
appeared even if there is not sufficient information on new waste types, on their characterisation,
and especially on their long-term behaviour and in-situ performance. Therefore, characterisation
programmes should be started in due time as necessary.

On the other hand, from the IGSC point of view the development of P&T strategies is no argument
to delay repository developments because repositories are needed also for waste that exists to-day
and that will be generated until the possible deployment of this new technology.

•  Few, if any, full system studies have been performed to get the larger potential impacts picture
including costs. From the IGSC point of view it is necessary to perform comprehensive systems
studies and not to restrict the considerations to inventories and heat production of the highest
activity waste. If a society is to understand the implications of introducing this technology in the
future, it must also be informed by studies of all aspects of the endeavour important to society,
such as cost, land and resource commitment, and worker and public safety.

There is the need for a comparison of risk for the different components associated with a nuclear
energy strategy that includes P&T versus the current no-P&T strategy.  In terms of the repository,
for example, P&T strategies may reduce the potential dose in the far future, but may increase the
risk of doses to workers.

•  Suggested interaction between RWMC and NDC is highly recommended, especially on the last
two points.
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Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

1IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Plutonium management, minor actinides
partitioning and transmutation

R and D in France

Nuclear Energy Division, CEA
Waste Management Research Program Direction

 Jean-Marc Cavedon, Charles Courtois

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

2IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Presentation lay out

• Introduction

• Plutonium management
– The french plutonium strategy
– Pu inventory ; scenarios and cycle performances

• High Level Long Lived Waste management
– Partitioning
– Transmutation

• Conclusion
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Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

3IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Introduction (1)

    Multiple recycling of plutonium in PWR for minimising
   long-lived radioactive waste and proliferation risks 

Two main objectives :

Control of plutonium stocks generated by operating french PWRs

� Pu consumption and waste minimisation

�Recycling of actinides (Plutonium, Minor Actinides)

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

4IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Introduction (2)

Control of Plutonium stocks
 in today’s french PWRs (400 TWh/yr)
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Nuclear Energy Division
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Introduction (3)

The R&D needs for multiple recycling of plutonium in PWRs :

�Development of fuels
• at acceptable economic conditions
• with the possibility of simultaneous recycling of Minor

Actinides

�Advanced fuels and appropriate fuel fabrication and
reprocessing technologies

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

6IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Introduction (4)

            1991 : A  french law on HLLL* radioactive waste

• The rights of future generations are recognised
• A 15 years moratorium on any geological disposal until a

new law is issued
• A research programme is launched :

– Geological disposal

– Conditioning and long term storage

– Radiotoxicity reduction by Partitioning and Transmutation

• Public consultation must be implemented

��������������	
�������
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The French plutonium strategy (1)

• Initially, plutonium extracted from irradiated fuel in PWR
was meant for LMFBRs.

A fast neutron spectrum was and still is, indeed, the most
efficient option for:

– Economics of neutrons
– Use of natural resources
– Reduce the quantity of actinides in final waste

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

8IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

The French plutonium strategy (4)

• In the long term, to achieve a sustainable energy
development

– Safe
– Competitive
– Non proliferating
– Making best use of natural resources
– And minimizing the ultimate waste

(mass, volume, decay heat and radio toxicity as a function of time)

• CEA is developing a new technological range based on
gas cooled reactors and the associated fuel cycle
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 The French plutonium strategy (5)

• The main periods:
– Before 1975: the “heroic” period
– 1975 – 1985: toward an industrial recycling
– 1985 – 2000: confirming the first options
– 2000 – 2015: improving the single recycling
– After 2015: toward a multi recycling

CORAIL
– After 2025: improving plutonium cycle

APA

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

10IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Conclusion on Pu management

� Pu multirecycling in PWR with advanced fuels has multiple advantages

� Optimisation of use of natural resources and energy extracted

� Control of Plutonium inventory

� Almost no Plutonium out of cycle

� Concentration of Plutonium in a limited quantities of fuel rods (APA)

� The CEA, in very close cooperation with the concerned industries
(Framatome-ANP, EdF, COGEMA), is carrying out active R & D to
improve cycle management performances through

� continuation of existing technologies (CORAIL)

� the use of more innovative solutions (APA)

� Isotopic degradation of Plutonium – and increased production of MA –
due to multirecycling limit risks of proliferation

� If needed, MA could also be recycled in PWR as well as Pu, in order to
minimise radiotoxicity impact and also proliferation risk
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High Level Long Lived Waste management (1)
Existing radioactive waste in France

Intermediate level long lived waste ~ 50 000 m3 in 2020
 < 10 % of the total volume of waste,

<10% of radioactivity

High level long lived waste ~ 5 000 m3 in 2020
~ 1 % of the volume of waste,

>90% of the radioactivity 

Short-lived low and medium activity ~ 1 million m3

For the current nuclear power plant park

 ~ 90 % of the total volume of waste produced in France,
<1% of the radioactivity.

          Are subject to final disposal under current regulations

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

12IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

 Partitioning and transmutation (1)
 Two strategies for managing toxic products

������

Confinement and
careful storage

Effective risk

Reduce inventory

Potential toxicity
= danger

=> Two criteria for risk assessment
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 Partitioning and transmutation (2)
Reducing quantity (radiotoxicity)

• Partitioning

• Transmutation  or specific conditioning

Potential radiotoxicity
after 1000 years

���	
�� ��
	������
���� �����	
���	����
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 Partitioning and transmutation (3)

�����
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Partitioning and transmutation (4)
Potential radiotoxicity (as if incorporated)
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Partitioning and transmutation (5)
Evolution of the radiotoxic content of spent fuel
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Partitioning and transmutation (6)
Spent fuel content
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Partitioning (1)
Hydrometallurgy general flowsheet
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Partitioning (2)
Diamex extracting molecule
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Partitioning (3)
Enhanced separation : main hot tests recent results

ATALANTE facility, genuine fuels, laboratory scale :
scientific feasibility is achieved

• DIAMEX (1999 and 2000) : > 99.9% An+Ln
                Reference molecule : DMDOHEMA
• SANEX (2000 and 2001) : up to > 99.9% An
                                    Ln : from 0.01% to 0.1%
                 3 distinct routes explored ; nPrBTP
• CCCEX (2001) : > 99.9% Cs
                  1, 3 alternate calixcrown
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 Partitioning (4)
Criteria and main milestones from now

•  Criteria :
 - selective recovery efficiency

- stability (medium effects)
 - industrialisation, secondary waste minimisation
• Milestones from now by 2004 :
 - processes and technologies optimisation
 - “representative” hot runs (a few kg of spent fuel)
 - global evaluation processes

�   technical feasibility

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

22IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

 Partitioning (5)
Alternative process by pyrochemistry

• One step process
• Can be integrated on reactor sites
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 Transmutation (1)
Scenarios based on reactor core physics

• Plutonium , MA (Am, Cm, Np) and optional LLFP (Tc, I, Cs)
management scenarios established for :

   - homogeneous recycling Pu/MA in PWR and FR

   - homogeneous recycling Pu/Np + heterogeneous Am/Cm in FR

• Scenarios to be established for :
   - PWR (Pu) + dedicated system (MA)

   - PWR then HTR-GCFR (Pu+AM) + dedicated systems ?

• Reduction of long term radiotoxicity :
   - a factor 3 to 5 for Pu recycling scenarios

   - up to a few hundreds for (Pu+MA) recycling scenarios

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

24IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Transmutation (2)
Possible gains in radiotoxicity

 
Gains on radiotoxicity (IRCP 72) versus open cycle 
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Transmutation (3)
Transmutation with present technology

Advanced
gas cooled
reactors

Hybrid
reactors

����������

Fast
neutrons
reactors

Light
water
reactors

             New perspectives…………

Nuclear Energy Division
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Transmutation (4)
R & D on Accelerator Driven Systems

• Nuclear data, neutronics of coupling (MUSE in MASURCA)

• High intensity accelerator research (IPHI, with CNRS)

• Materials (window), technology (Pb/Bi), irradiation behaviour  (MEGAPIE
target project)

• Mid power (few hundreds kW) ADS demonstrator TRADE project

• Preliminary engineering design of experimental
 european ADS (PDS-XADS project)

• Europe, US, Japan collaborations
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Transmutation (6)
Preliminary design of the TRADE project

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division
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Transmutation (7)
Targets and fuels for Transmutation

• Uranium-free fuels : solid solutions, ceramic inclusions in
ceramic, ceramic inclusions in metal

• Specific requirements :
 - strong interactions with neutrons, FP, alpha particles (large production >>
usual one of FR)
 - thermal / mechanical / chemical properties

• Ongoing irradiations in experimental reactors
 - Actinide compounds (MAOX, MAZrYOx,…)
 - Matrices (Al2O3, MgAl2O4, MgO,…)
 - Composites
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Transmutation (8)
First results on targets and fuels for Transmutation

• Matrices :
 - Al2O3 : high swelling under irradiation
 - MgAl2O4 : swelling, complex behaviour under irradiation
 - MgO : good behaviour under irradiation, present reference
• Microstructures :
 - Microdispersed fuel (fissile particles < few µm)
 - Macromasses
          (> 100 µm)

 

A : Diameter change of Efttra 
T4 

B: Microdispersed fuel C: Macromasses 
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Transmutation (9)
Planned irradiation tests in the fast Phénix reactor
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Conclusion on HLLL waste management (1)

  Solutions do exist, that could be implemented in a progressive manner.

  Several scenarios might be considered and combined :

� Full Pu consumption

� Deep geological disposal of existing vitrified waste and “B” waste

� Long term storage of any waste (up to 300 y)

� Spent fuel direct disposal

� Partitioning and transmutation of Minor Actinides and LL Fission
Products

Nuclear Energy Division
Nuclear Development and Innovation Division

32IGSC 4th Meeting, Paris,  6-7 Nov. 2002

Conclusion on HLLL waste management (2)

 Partitioning and Transmutation :

� MA (and some LLFPs) could be efficiently recovered from PUREX HLLW

       - DIAMEX/SANEX/SESAME hot runs : up to 99.9% recovered

       - These results open the way to a possible specific management of LLRNs

� Advances in dedicated fuel development, but further work is needed

      (Phénix experiments planned from beginning of 2003)

� ADS appear well suited for high consumption of MA in dedicated strata ;
CEA and CNRS contribute to the international work in this field
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Conclusion on HLLL waste management (3)

� Future nuclear power production systems designed to
minimise waste

� French law 1991-2006

�Solutions will be available for presentation to the French
government and the Parliament in 2006, for open debate and
choice of options for the long-term management of HLLW in
France

� International cooperation :
an essential need for the future !!
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Radioactive Wastes Generated from JAERI
Partitioning-Transmutation Fuel Cycle

Shinichi NAKAYAMA, Yasuji MORITA and Kenji NISHIHARA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan

Abstract

Production of lower-level radioactive wastes, as well as the reduction in radioactivity of
HLW, is an important performance indicator in assessing the viability of a partitioning-transmutation
system. We have begun to identify the chemical compositions and to quantify the amounts of
radioactive wastes that may be generated by JAERI’s processes. Long-lived radionuclides such as 14C
and 59Ni and spallation products of Pb-Bi coolants are added to the existing inventory of these nuclides
that are generated in the current fuel cycle. Spent salts of KCl-LiCl, which is not generated from the
current fuel cycle, will be introduced as a waste.

Keywords: partitioning-transmutation system, long-lived activation and spallation
products, spent KCl-LiCl salt, Pb-Bi coolant and target

1. INTRODUCTION

Separation of short-lived fission products through partitioning reduces the initial
radioactivity of high-level radioactive waste (HLW). Transmutation of long-lived minor actinides such
as 237Np reduces the radioactivity of HLW over tens of thousands of years. The partitioning-
transmutation technology accordingly helps reduce the potential hazard of HLW[1].

The physical and chemical processes used during the application of partitioning-
transmutation technology, however, generate other, lower-level, radioactive wastes. Although the
lower-level radioactivity does not represent a significant increase in potential hazard after disposal of
the waste, the technological feasibility of waste disposal, including radiological safety, is assessed
based on the quantity and chemical compositions of the wastes, besides radioactivity contained. The
type of solidifying matrix material is chosen depending on the chemical compositions of the wastes,
and the volume of waste forms is determined both by that of the employed matrix material and the
quantity of loaded raw wastes, as well as the radioactivity. The chemical compositions and the amount
of the wastes affect the treatment, the total volume, and therefore the cost for final waste disposal.
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Waste management technologies have been developed for radioactive wastes generated from
the current nuclear fuel cycle. The technologies may not be applicable and different technologies may
be required for wastes arising from partitioning-transmutation fuel cycle.

We have begun to identify the chemical compositions and to quantify the amounts of
radioactively contaminated wastes that may be generated by each of the partitioning-transmutation
processes. There are two general sources of the wastes – process losses, and wastes arising from the
maintenance and decommissioning of the plants. The process losses can be estimated from the
material balance calculations for each process, and so, in principle, the types and amounts of wastes
generated can be assessed quantitatively. By using industrial experiences and expertise, the types and
amounts of maintenance and decommissioning wastes can be estimated on at least a semi-quantitative
basis. This paper presents the results of estimates of process losses obtained so far by material flow
analyses of the partitioning, transmutation, and nitride fuel reprocessing processes of the partitioning-
transmutation system proposed by Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, JAERI. The analysis for
the nitride fuel fabrication process has not been examined yet.

2. JAERI’S PARTITIONING AND TRANSMUTATION SYSTEM

JAERI has proposed to have a “double strata” nuclear fuel cycle, in which the current
Japanese reprocessing fuel cycle would be the first stratum, or layer, of the cycle, and a partitioning-
transmutation system would be the second layer. This cycle is shown schematically in Figure 1. The
partitioning-transmutation cycle system is composed of four processes -- partitioning of elements into
groups, fabrication of nitride fuel, accelerator-driven transmutation of the nitride fuel, and
pyrochemical reprocessing of the nitride fuel after transmutation. This system is featured to be
independent from the commercial power reactor fuel cycle.

Figure 1: JAERI’s “double strata” fuel cycle system. The commercial power reactor fuel
cycle is the first stratum, and the partitioning-transmutation fuel cycle is the
second. HLW: High Level Waste, MA: Minor Actinide, LLFP: Long-Lived
Fission Product, SF: Spent Fuel. ADS: Accelerator-Driven subcritical System.
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partitioning-transmutation layer of the double strata cycle begins when high-level liquid waste,
discharged from the fuel reprocessing plants of the first layer of the cycle, is received at the
partitioning plant. Minor actinides and a long-lived fission product, 99Tc, extracted at this partitioning
will be converted into fuel for transmutation.

Material flow in the partitioning-transmutation system is summarized in Figure 2. One and
one-fourth tons of minor actinides per year (the sum of 0.25 tons from the PUREX reprocessing plant
and 1.00 ton from the pyrochemical reprocessing) are loaded into the ADS, accelerator-driven
subcritical system. Twenty percent of the 1.25 tons is transmuted and the rest, 1.0 tons, is discharged
to be pyrochemically reprocessed. The system-wide inventory of minor actinides is 5.5 tons. The 0.25
tons of minor actinides supplied from the PUREX reprocessing is the quantity of minor actinides
produced by 195.7 tons of 45,000 MWd/t burnup spent nuclear fuel from light water reactors.
Consequently, the following estimates are based on reprocessing and applying partitioning-
transmutation technology to 195.7 tons of spent light water reactor fuel per year.

Figure 2: System-wide material flow in JAERI’s partitioning-transmutation cycle system

The accelerator-driven subcritical system, ADS, is currently designed to be 800 MWt with
the lead(Pb)-bismuth(Bi) eutectic coolant and to transmute 20 wt% of the loaded minor actinides, 0.25
tons, during the system cycle period of 600 days[2]. The fuel composite is a homogeneous mixture of
minor actinide nitrides and an yttrium (Y) nitride in the volume ratio of 1 to 3. The yttrium nitride is
an inert diluent to control the power density. Titanium and zirconium are alternative diluents to be
considered in the future design study for optimization. Zirconium(Zr) is used for vibropacked fuel
element with Zr-N and minor actinide nitride microspheres. Our analysis here in this study is on the
yttrium option.

The irradiated nitride fuels are submitted to molten-salts electrorefining to remove fission
products. This pyrochemical separation yields actinide metals, and the metals are converted into
nitride fuel by nitridation.
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3. EVALUATION OF GENERATED WASTES

3.1 Partitioning

Radionuclides in the high-level liquid waste are separated into four groups by the
partitioning process: transuranium elements (TRU; Np, Pu, Am, Cm), Tc-platinum group metals (99Tc,
Ru, Rh, Pd), the elements Sr and Cs, and “other elements” (Zr, Mo, Fe and rare earth elements).
Material flow for the partitioning process is fairly well established in the partitioning-transmutation
system, with the assumption of 0.1 wt% of process loss [3]. Products and wastes generated by the
partitioning process are estimated in Table 1.

Table 1. Products and Wastes generated from Four-group Partitioning Process
(Based on data given in Ref.[4] for 195.7 tons of LWR spent fuels producing 0.25
tons of minor actinides)

(a) Partitioned products
Group Major

nuclides or
elements

Chemical form Volum
e (m3)

Treatment after partitioned

TRU Np, Am, Cm oxides 0.024 transmuted
Tc-platinum
group metal

99Tc, Ru, Rh,
Pd

metal 0.104 Utilization or disposal
Tc: transmuted

Sr-Cs 90Sr, 137Cs calcined products 3.5 interim storage or utilized as
heat source, followed by

disposal
Others Zr, Mo, Fe,

rare earths
vitrified form (30

wt% of oxides
loaded)

8.6 storage, followed by disposal

Total 12.1
Non-
partitioned
option

vitrified form (12
wt% of oxides

loaded)

40 interim storage followed by
final disposal

(b) Secondary wastes
Waste Compositio

n
Treatment/Waste form α

radioactivity
Spent

solvent
DIDPA-

TBP-
dodecane

Thermal decomposition into 1.55 tons of
Ca2P2O7 yielding 9.2 m3 of cemented form (10
wt% of Ca2P2O7 loaded)

0.013 GBq/t

Washing
liquid

NaNO3,
Na2CO3

Neutralization into 56.6 tons of liquid NaNO3,
yielding 56.6 m3 of cemented form (50 wt% of
palletized NaNO3 loaded)

0.2 GBq/t

Others DTPA,
oxalic acid

Decomposed in H2O and CO2

Partitioned transuranium elements (284 kg, in oxides, per year) and technetium (206 kg, in
metal, per year) will be converted into nitride fuel for transmutation. Platinum group metals (1,094 kg
per year) may be retained for later use as noble metals. (Chemical treatments for purification of
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platinum group metals are not designed in the current partitioning process and the secondary wastes
arising from the treatments are therefore not counted in the material flow analysis.)

Strontium and cesium are solidified by calcinations of the loaded zeolites and titanic acid
into 3.5 m3 of waste, and the remaining group of elements is solidified into 8.6 m3 of vitrified waste.
These last two groups are the primary wastes from partitioning, totaling 12.1 m3. This is much less
than the 40 m3 of vitrified waste that would be produced by solidifying an equivalent quantity of non-
partitioned high-level waste. This reduction in volume results from the removal of short-lived fission
products 90Sr and 137Cs. The loading of high-level waste liquid into glass is limited by the temperature
rise by decay heat. Removal of 90Sr and 137Cs allows the increased loading into glass, and accordingly
the number of glass waste forms is expected to decrease. The secondary wastes that would result from
the partitioning process include spent solvent (DIDPA-TBP-dodecane) and sodium salt solutions
(sodium carbonate and sodium nitrate). The spent solvent yields 9.1 m3 of calcium phosphate and the
sodium salts result in 56.6 m3 of cementitous waste.

The calcined products with zeolites and titanic acid are wastes that are not generated from
the current fuel cycle, but will be generated from the partitioning-transmutation system.

3.2 ADS

Radionuclides produced by the ADS include short-lived fission products produced in nitride
fuels, activation products and spallation products generated in fuel pins, and the Pb-Bi eutectic target
and coolant.

Nitrogen-15, enriched from natural nitrogen, is used for the nitride fuel. Carbon-14 (5,730
yr) is produced through activation of the remaining 14N during the transmutation process. The amount
of 14C produced is proportional to that of 14N. A 90% enrichment of 15N yields 20 TBq (110 g) of 14C
per year. Activation products of SUS316 fuel cladding include radionuclides of various lifetimes.
Twenty thousand TBq of 58Co (71 d) dominate the initial radioactivity of the discharged fuel, and 0.4
TBq of 59Ni will dominate 10,000 years after fuel discharge from the ADS.

Some of the yttrium in the yttrium nitride in the fuel is activated during transmutation to
produce 1x1018 Bq of 90Y (64 hr). This isotope quickly decays to a stable isotope of 90Zr. About 2.4
tons of Y and 5.6 kg of 90Zr will remain, affecting the subsequent partitioning-transmutation processes,
and finally will be disposed of as a waste.

About 7,000 tons of the Pb-Bi eutectic metal (target and coolant) of the ADS are a source of
spallation and activation products. An example of calculation of radioactivities of the spallation and
activation products for an 800 MWt ADS is shown in Table 2[5]. Polonium-210 (138 d; 8x1017 Bq) is
one of the main radioactivity-dominating radionuclides that will be present at the end of 50-year
operation of the ADS. A long-lived spallation product of 202Pb/202Tl and an activation product of
210mBi/206Ti will contribute 50 TBq of radioactivity at 10,000 years after the 50-year operation. This
radioactively contaminated Pb-Bi metal is discharged in decommissioning the ADS facility. This is a
decade-long generating waste: waste that will be generated once in decades of years. This
radioactively contaminated Pb-Bi waste does not exist in the current fuel cycle, but will be generated
from the partitioning-transmutation system. The chemical toxicity of these metals may dominate the
risk of groundwater contamination when the waste is disposed of into the underground.
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Table 2. Radioactivity generated in the Pb-Bi target and coolant for 50 years of operation
of the 800 MWt ADS

Nuclides Half-life 0(a) 1 yr 5yr 10yr 100 yr 1000 yr 10,000
yr

TOTAL 8.7E+17(b) 1.1E+17 8.6E+16 7.5E+16 1.2E+16 3.7E+14 4.5E+13
201Pb+201Tl 3.038 d 5.3E+16(c) 0 0 0 0 0 0
206Bi 6.243 d 4.5E+16 1.7E+03 0 0 0 0 0
203Pb 2.16 d 4.2E+16 0 0 0 0 0 0
207Bi+207mPb 31.55 yr 8.1E+16 8.0E+16 7.3E+16 6.5E+16 9.1E+15 2.3E+07 0
205Bi+205,205mPb 1.53E+7 yr 3.6E+16 1.6E+11 1.6E+11 1.6E+11 1.6E+11 1.6E+11 1.6E+11
195Au 186.1 d 1.2E+16 3.1E+15 1.3E+13 1.5E+10 0 0 0
172Hf+172,172mL
u

1.87 yr 5.2E+15 3.5E+15 7.9E+14 1.2E+14 4.0E-01 0 0

193Pt 50 yr 4.5E+15 4.4E+15 4.2E+15 3.9E+15 1.1E+15 4.3E+09 0
204Tl 3.78 yr 4.2E+15 3.5E+15 1.7E+15 6.8E+14 4.6E+07 0.0E+00 0
194Hg+194Au 520 yr 2.5E+15 1.2E+15 1.2E+15 1.2E+15 1.0E+15 3.1E+14 1.9E+09
202Pb+202Tl 5.25E+4 yr 4.3E+15 4.3E+13 4.3E+13 4.3E+13 4.3E+13 4.2E+13 3.7E+13
209Po 102 yr 4.5E+14 4.4E+14 4.3E+14 4.2E+14 2.3E+14 5.0E+11 0
163Ho 4,570 yr 1.2E+13 1.2E+13 1.2E+13 1.2E+13 1.1E+13 1.0E+13 2.6E+12
208Bi 3.68E+5 yr 3.1E+12 3.1E+12 3.1E+12 3.1E+12 3.1E+12 3.1E+12 3.0E+12
137La 6E+4 yr 7.1E+11 7.1E+11 7.1E+11 7.1E+11 7.1E+11 7.0E+11 6.4E+11

Sp
al

la
ti

on

154Dy+150Gd 3E+6 yr 2.8E+10 2.8E+10 2.8E+10 2.8E+10 2.8E+10 2.8E+10 2.8E+10

TOTAL 1.6E+18 1.3E+17 1.1E+14 2.3E+13 2.3E+13 2.3E+13 2.3E+13
210Po 138.376 d 7.6E+17 1.3E+17 8.4E+13 3.5E+10 2.6E+10 2.6E+10 2.6E+10
208Bi 3.68E+5 yr 9.6E+12 9.6E+12 9.6E+12 9.6E+12 9.6E+12 9.6E+12 9.4E+12

N
eu

tr
on

C
ap

tu
re

210mBi+206Tl 3.04E+6 yr 3.4E+13 1.3E+13 1.3E+13 1.3E+13 1.3E+13 1.3E+13 1.3E+13

(a) At the end of 50-year operation
(b) Read as 8.7x1017

(c) The underlined radionuclide dominates the total radioactivity at the time

3.3 Fuel fabrication

JAERI’s partitioning-transmutation system needs two different fuel fabrication processes as
schematically shown in Figure 3. One is a wet process: Actinides extracted in the partitioning process
are fed into sol-gel process followed by conversion into nitride fuel through carbo-thermic synthesis.
The other fabrication is a dry reprocessing of spent fuel. Spent nitride fuel is first subject to
pyrochemical treatment using molten KCL-LiCl salt to separate actinides. The obtained actinide
metal/alloys are converted into nitride fuel though nitridation with 15N.
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Figure 3: Fabrication process for the actinide nitride fuel in the JAERI’s P & T cycle
(modified from ref. [2].)

Because the design of these fuel fabrication processes has not progressed as far as the
designs of the partitioning and transmutation processes, engineering data are not yet available to
quantify the material flow in the process. Data on the material losses therefore are much limited.

Typical wastes produced from the fuel reprocessing are hulls and fission product metals, and
radioactively contaminated KCl-LiCl salt mixture. A semi-quantitative, preliminary evaluation with
limited data indicates that the contaminated KCl-LiCl salt waste could amount to about 102 tons per
year. The results of evaluation depend on the process performance: The amount of waste, 102 tons per
year, was obtained under the assumptions that 1) the process losses for the above two fabrication
processes are 0.05 wt% for each, and 2) Y, the fuel diluent is reprocessed with the decontamination
factor of 3.0.

The assumed loss of 0.05 wt% was, for the wet process, based on the UK’s pilot-scale
experience to produce (U, Pu)O2 microspheres for fast reactor fuel through the gel precipitation
process[6]. The yield of >99.9% is reported. No loss data are currently available for nitride fuel
reprocessing. The same number, 0.05wt% loss, was applied also for the reprocessing only as an input
parameter without any technological feasibility.
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4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

Introduction of the partitioning-transmutation system into the current nuclear fuel cycle
decreases both short- and long-term radioactivity of HLW, but it also produces various additional
forms of lower-level radioactive wastes. Long-lived radionuclides such as 14C and 59Ni and spallation
products of Pb-Bi metal are added to the existing inventory of these wastes that are generated in the
current fuel cycle. In addition, wastes such as spent salts of KCl-LiCl, which are not generated from
the current fuel cycle, will be introduced by a partitioning-transmutation system.

Chlorine, Pb and N may be sources of groundwater contamination if disposed underground.
The chemical toxicities may be of more concern than the radiological toxicity. These wastes should be
treated and disposed of as safely as “radioactive wastes”. In this sense, the production of the additional
lower-level radioactive wastes, as well as the reduction in radioactivity of HLW, are important
performance indicators that should be quantitatively evaluated in assessing the viability of a
partitioning-transmutation system.
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"ORIENT-CYCLE"
Evolutional Recycle Concept with Fast Reactor for

Minimizing High-Level Waste

Naoyuki TAKAKI, Yoshihiko SHINODA, Masayuki WATANABE, Kazuo YOSHIDA1

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC)

Abstract

JNC has proposed an evolutional concept of fast reactor recycle system for minimizing
high-level waste (HLW) by adopting an unconventional recycling scheme based on the idea of “rough
removal of unnecessary elements” instead of a conventional one as “pure recovery of necessary
elements”. The concept was named "ORIENT-cycle" (Optimization by Removing Impedimental
Elements). “Unnecessary elements” to be removed were listed up from various aspects such as core
design, front end and back end of the fuel cycle. Stable fission products that amount to about 60 wt%
of all FPs were identified as one category of key “unnecessary elements” from a neutronic aspect and
also final disposal aspect because they were major parasitic neutron absorbers if recycled and were not
required to be disposed in deep geological media. Adaptable separation schemes and the neutronic
feasibility of the multi-recycling were discussed. The production rate of HLW was reduced by a factor
of around 10 compared with a conventional cycle.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a past development of reprocessing technology, the fundamental principle had been “pure
recovery of necessary elements” from spent fuels for further use in the fuel cycle. As generally known,
fast reactors are less sensitive to impurities contained in a recycled fuel. It is considered that the
insensitivity implies flexibility in structuring a fuel cycle scheme. To explore the flexibility and create
a Japan-originated new recycle concept, the authors set up a fundamental principle of “rough removal
of unnecessary elements”.

Assuming long-term use of nuclear power, the importance of back end of nuclear fuel cycle
will increase more and more. Continuous use of fission reactors undoubtedly requires a series of
repository constructions. Although transmutation technologies of long-lived nuclear waste by using
fast reactors have been studied for several years among many research organisations, they are not
necessarily linked to the reduction of HLW. Taking the political and sociological difficulties to find
new repository sites into account, minimizing HLW production to prolong a need of new repository is
of major concern when considering a new recycle concept.

                                                     
1 . This paper is co-authored by: K. Wakasugi, M. Takeuchi, Y. Nagaoki, Y. Nakajima, T. Tsukada and H. Funasaka,

Japan. Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC).
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The purpose of this study is to propose a new recycle concept, namely ORIENT-cycle, based
on the principle of “rough removal of unnecessary elements”. The authors especially focused on the
point what reduction can be attained in HLW generation by making the full use of distinctive
neutronic feature of fast reactors. In forming a new recycle scheme, only element-wise separation
technologies are assumed.

2. LISTING UNNECESSARY ELEMENTS

The meaning of “unnecessary” depends on the aspect we take. As an initial step,
“unnecessary elements” were independently listed up from various viewpoints such as fuel fabrication,
core design, waste conditioning and final disposal.

Front End Aspect

The heat generation of low decontamination fuel material containing 5 wt% of minor
actinides and 2 wt% of FP is 7 times as high as that of standard MOX fuel. High fuel temperature
causes changes in O/M ratio, fuel powder fluidity, etc. However the increased heat generation of fuel
seems to be possible to cope with by controlling atmosphere in the fuel fabrication cell, installing
cooling equipment and dividing the lot. The main contributor for heat generation of the low DF
(decontamination factor) fuel is Cm.

The radiation dose of the low DF fuel is higher than MOX fuel by the order of 4. The
increased radiation dose of the recycled fresh fuel brings difficulties in the operation and integrity of
equipments. In terms of radiation dose for operators, Eu is a concerned element. The radiation damage
for equipments are ascribed to Pm, Eu and Y. In order to overcome these adverse influences,
following measures are required to be taken: remote controlled cell, lot dividing and use of radiation-
resistant material.

The impact of contaminated FP except for volatile elements on the MOX fuel fabrication
capability could be negligible up to 3% of FP contamination. As for metal fuel, the contamination of
minor actinides (MA) and rare earth (RE) into U-Pu-Zr alloy could be limited to about 2% because of
the appearance of deposited phase.

The corrosive elements (I, Cs) could be picked up as unnecessary elements from the aspect
of integrities of fuel and cladding. Furthermore it is likely that La causes eutectic reaction by
depositing with metal and also that platinum group metals (Ru, Rh, Pd etc.) causes cracks in cladding
by depositing metal layer.

Core Design Aspect

In fast reactors, actinides are all fissionable and contribute to produce energy. On the
contrary fission products are not, so that all of fission products can be basically regarded as
unnecessary elements for recycling in terms of energy production.

The neutronic impact by contaminated fission products in fresh fuel recycled into fast
reactors is generally small due to the hard neutron spectrum. There are, however, some dominant
fission products on the reactivity deterioration. Recycling such parasitic neutron absorbers into cores
must be especially avoided from a neutronic viewpoint.
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Research and Development of Technologies for Partitioning and
Transmutation of Long-lived Nuclides in Japan

– Status and Evaluation –

Sanae AOKI
Radioactive Waste Policy Division, Science and Technology Agency (STA), Japan

1. CURRENT ACTIVITIES FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

Measures to treat and dispose of radioactive waste are one of the most important issues in the
development and application of nuclear energy. The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) has carefully
considered how to classify radioactive waste properly and how to dispose of it according to these
classifications.

Japanese basic policy regarding disposal of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) is to solidify
it into stabilized form, to store it for 30-50 years to be cooled, and to dispose of it deep to the
underground (geological disposal).

In April 1997, the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Fuel Cycle Back-end Policy, AEC, laid
down the guidelines on future research and development of the disposal of HLW. In accordance with
the report, the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC released the report on the outcome of
R&D activities to elucidate technological reliability of the geological disposal, and to provide
technical ground for selecting repository sites and for establishing safety requirement in the form of
the second progress report in December 1999, with the co-operation of related institutions, such as the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), the Central Research Institute (CRIEPI), the
Geological Survey of Japan (GSJ), the National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster
Prevention (NIED), and university researchers.

In parallel with the R&D programme, there has also been an effort to make a system for
implementing HLW disposal. In the Special Committee on High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal,
AEC, and in the nuclear sub-committee of the Advisory Committee for Energy, Ministry of
International Trade and Industry, various aspects of HLW disposal were considered, including social
and economic aspects. A law1

 for implementing geological disposal was passed in the Diet in May
2000. Based on the law, an implementing entity2

 for HLW disposal was established in October 2000.
The programme then moves from the generic into the site-specific phase. Thereafter we are looking to
start operation of the repository between 2030 and the mid-2040s at the latest.

                                                     
1 . Specified Radioactive Waste Final Disposal Act.

2 . Nuclear Waste Management Organisation of Japan (NUMO).
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2. STATUS OF PARTITIONING AND TRANSMUTATION STUDY

At the same time, recognizing the nature of the radioactive nuclides contained in HLW, the
aim since the early days of nuclear energy has been to develop technology either to separate useful
elements and nuclides in order to re-use them effectively, or to transmute long-lived nuclides into
short-lived or stable – i.e. non-radioactive – forms by irradiation.

In Japan, reference to P&T technology for long-lived and other nuclides first appeared in the
Long-term Programme for Nuclear Research, Development and Utilisation (or “long-term nuclear
programme”) back in 1972. That programme noted the need for research and development in order to
ensure effective processing of radioactive waste.

In a 1976 interim report by the AEC’s Technical Advisory Committee on Radioactive
Waste, the relationship between P&T technology and the disposal of radioactive waste was
specifically pointed out. Specifically, if radioactive nuclides in waste could be appropriately separated
into groups, waste management could become more flexible. This is because the amount of radioactive
nuclides requiring strict control would be reduced, and treatment and disposal appropriate for the half-
life of each group would become possible. In addition, if long-lived nuclides could be transmuted into
short-lived ones by nuclear reaction, the burden of long-term waste management could also be
reduced.

The long-term nuclear programme issued in 1987 stated that P&T technology was very
important from the viewpoint of recycling HLW and enhancing disposal efficiency. It also stated that
systematic R&D would be carried out jointly by JAERI, the then Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel
Development Corp. (PNC, now JNC) and others.

Under that programme, in 1988, the AEC’s Advisory Committee on Radioactive Waste
Measures issued a report entitled, Long-term Programme for Research and Development on Nuclide
Partitioning and Transmutation Technology3

 This can be considered to have been the first systematic
R&D programme on P&T technology in Japan. It presented a plan for R&D that ran from 1988 to
2000 and was divided into two phases: Phase I, covering the first four to nine years, which included
evaluation of various concepts and R&D on key technologies; and Phase II, covering the next four to
nine years, which included engineering experiments on key technologies and demonstrations.

The long-term nuclear programme issued in 1994 stated that each research institute would
carry out basic studies on P&T technologies and evaluate each technology at some time in the mid-
1990s to determine how to proceed thereafter.

Meanwhile, in 1998, the AEC’s Special Committee on the Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Waste released Basic Concepts in the Disposal of High-level Radioactive Waste. This
stated that, in order to gain public understanding of disposal technology, “research on waste reduction
with the aim of achieving safer and more efficient geological disposal, as well as more efficient use of
waste, would be carried out on a regular basis”. It also said that it was “important to have mechanisms
to respond flexibly to any dramatic progress in P&T technology”.

Under these circumstances, the AEC’s Advisory Committee on Nuclear Fuel Cycle Back-
end Policy investigated and considered matters concerning P&T technology for long-lived and other
nuclides, based on the evaluation schedule stated in the long-term nuclear programme issued in 1994.
                                                     
3 . Called the “OMEGA Programme” – an acronym for Options Making Extra Gains from Actinides and

Fission Products.
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The Committee issued a report entitled, Research and Development of Technologies for Partitioning
and Transmutation of Long-lived Nuclide Status and Evaluation Report in March 2000. The brief
summary of this report is as follow.

3. RESULTS TO DATE AND ANALYSES OF CURRENT STATUS

3.1 Elements subject to P&T

Long-lived (i.e. long half-life). In particular:

•  High radiotoxity due to the emission of rays.
•  Fast migration through geological formations via underground water, when disposed of

geologically.

Relatively short-lived and heat-generating, producing most of the heat in HLW.

Rare and useful elements.
3 Called the “OMEGA Programme” – an acronym for Options Making Extra Gains from Actinides and Fission Products.

3.2 Results to date and analyses of current status

3.2.1 The partitioning process

3.2.1.1  JAERI

JAERI is developing a four-group partitioning process, in which elements in concentrated
highlevel liquid waste HLLW are separated into four groups: MAs, Tc-platinum group metals, Sr-Cs,
and others. Basic experiments using simulated HLLW helped to establish the concept. Test runs with
both simulated and actual HLLW on a scale 1/1000 that of an actual plant confirmed the expected
capabilities of group partitioning. A recovery rate for MAs of 99.95% or better was achieved.

3.2.1.2 JNC

JNC is developing an improved PUREX process – an advanced version of the conventional
reprocessing process – to recover Np. It is also developing a CMPO-TRUEX process to separate MAs
from highly concentrated HLLW and an electrolytic extraction method to separate Tc-platinum group
and other elements from aqueous reprocessing solutions. In the CMPO-TRUEX process research, it
was demonstrated that Am and all nuclides can be recovered to a level of 99.9% or more under
standard extraction conditions.

3.2.1.3  CRIEPI

CRIEPI is developing a reductive-extraction process using molten chlorides and liquid metal
solvents. Basic data were obtained for the behavior of elements in this type of molten-salt-and-
liquidmetal system. Experiments on the separation of recovery of TRUs were carried out using some
10 milligrams of TRUs and some 100 grams of chlorides, which confirmed recovery of more than
99% of the TRUs and adequate separation of TRUs from REs.
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3.2.2 The transmutation cycle

JNC and CRIEPI are studying transmutation technology using fast breeder reactors (FBRs).
This concept is centered on the use of fast reactors for electricity generation. In this scenario , FBR
will take over the role of light-water reactor (LWR) in future, with power generation and the
transmutation of MAs and other elements carried out simultaneously by the FBR. In contrast, JAERI’s
concept is the “double strata fuel cycle”, where a dedicated system for transmuting MAs, such as an
actinide burner fast reactor (ABR) or an accelerator-driven subcritical system (ADS) is at the centre of
the transmutation cycle, allowing a commercial power generation cycle and a transmutation cycle to
be developed and optimized independently for their individual purposes.

3.2.3 The fuel production process

3.2.3.1 JAERI

JAERI is developing MA-nitride fuel. The basic data on thermal properties of MA-nitrides
necessary to design the fuel, as well as thermal properties of Tc alloys, were obtained. It was
confirmed that the MA nitrides could be prepared by means of carbothermic synthesis and uranium
nitrides microspheres can be produced via the sol-gel process. In addition, through irradiation tests of
U-Pu mixed nitride fuel produced on a trial basis, it was ascertained that the fuel element was intact
after a burn-up rate of 5.5% achieved.

3.2.3.2 JNC

JNC is developing fuel in which Np and/or Am is added to the MOX fuel that JNC has
developed for FBRs. For the addition of Np to MOX fuel, a vibro-packing process is being developed
in a joint international research effort. For the addition of Am to MOX fuel, in addition to irradiation
experiments being carried out at the experimental fast reactor “Joyo”, remote fuel fabrication facilities,
including those to produce pellets and inspect fuel pins, were established and performance tests were
carried out.

3.2.3.3  CRIEPI

CRIEPI is developing metallic fuel – an MA-content U-Pu-Zr ternary alloy under the
international collaborations. Fuel pins have been made on a trial basis and physical characteristics and
other basic data have been obtained. It has been determined that an MA content of about 5% does not
affect the characteristics of the fuel, and it is expected that MAs can be mixed homogeneously during
fabrication of the fuel.

3.2.4 The transmutation process

3.2.4.1 JAERI

JAERI is developing concepts for ADSs and ABRs. Nuclear data on MA nuclides were
obtained through international co-operation and were verified while developing a database, carrying
out integral experiments and analysing irradiated MA samples. In the development of a proton
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accelerator for the ADS, major key technologies were developed, and the highest level performance
has been demonstrated.

3.2.4.2 JNC

JNC is developing a MOX-fuelled FBR. The prototype reactor “Monju” already exists – i.e.
construction of a “prototype plant” has been achieved – but the development of other key technologies
will be required to add MAs to MOX fuel. Nuclear data on MA nuclides were obtained and evaluated
via nuclear reactors and accelerators. Design studies were carried out on acceptable amounts of Mas
and rare-earth elements, and on actual fuel loading.

3.2.4.3 CRIEPI

CRIEPI is developing the concept of metallic-fuelled FBRs. Regarding nuclear data on MA
nuclides, analysis programmes for MA transmutation were developed and analyses were carried out.

3.2.5 Fuel processing

3.2.5.1 JAERI

JAERI is developing a pyrochemical process similar to dry reprocessing. Molten-salt
electrolysis of U-nitride, Np-nitride and Pu-nitride on a gram scale were carried out to confirm that
transuranic metals can be recovered. For the recovery and recycling of N-15, nitrogen (N2) release in
molten salts was studied, and it was confirmed that almost 100% of the nitrides can be released in the
form of N2.

3.2.5.2 JNC

JNC is considering the same method as for the partitioning process.

3.2.5.3 CRIEPI

CRIEPI is developing molten-salt electrorefining and reductive extraction, which is similar
to the partitioning process. Electrorefining forms the main part of the pyro-reprocessing method.
Feasibility was confirmed through an in-house study and international joint research, and the process
is now at the stage of engineering experiments. Feasibility of the conversion of oxides of spent fuel to
metal, and of the spent-salt treatment process, are still to be confirmed.

3.2.6 Conclusion

R&D at the three research institutes has resulted in establishment of processes for P&T
technology with the expected performance. The aims of Phase I R&D have thus been achieved. R&D
in Phase II has experienced some delays, the primary reasons being that Japan is redefining its entire
FBR programme, and facilities to handle MAs and other materials have yet to be constructed. In
carrying out further R&D, it is important to promote cooperation with domestic and foreign
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organizations in order that experimental facilities – including those for engineering experiments – can
be used efficiently.

3.3 Technical issues

The implementation of experiments to demonstrate processes using actual HLLW is an issue
common to the three organizations. Also common to JAERI and JNC, which are developing aqueous
partitioning processes, are development of a method to more efficiently separate MAs and rare-earth
elements, and technologies to reduce the volume of secondary waste. At CRIEPI, where dry
partitioning is being developed, the main technical issues in the handling of molten chlorides are
material development and molten-salt transport technology. Common issues to the three organisations
are preparation of a database on fuel irradiation behavior for performance analysis, and development
of fuel fabrication technology.

4. EFFECTS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF PARTITIONING AND TRANSMUTATION
TECHNOLOGY

4.1 Radioactive inventory in waste

It is a social imperative to minimise, as far as possible, the generation of hazardous waste
produced by industrial activities. Reduction of long-term radioactive inventory through the removal of
long-lived nuclides from HLW by P&T technology helps to meet this requirement. If, for example,
99% of MAs contained in spent fuel can be removed, the toxicity of the spent fuel after several
hundred years following reprocessing will be equal to the toxicity of the same amount of natural
uranium as used in the production of the original fuel.

4.2 Effects on geological disposal

4.2.1 Long-term safety

•  Effects on the underground water migration scenario:

Maximum dose can be reduced by about two orders of magnitude by separating and
removing 99% of the 135Cs, and 99% or more of the Np and Am, which are parent
nuclides of 229Th.

•  Effects on the human intrusion scenario:

Risks can be reduced by two orders of magnitude by separating and removing
99-99.99% of the actinide elements.

4.2.2 Impact on geological disposal site design

Approximately two-thirds of the heat from HLW is generated by Cs and Sr, and separation
and removal of these elements would shorten the required storage period and reduce the size of the
site. The HLW storage period could be reduced by separating and removing exothermic nuclides. In
addition, disposal site design could be rationalized by, for example, disposing of the HLW in one large
cavity rather than in several smaller ones.
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4.3 Effective use of resources

Among the materials in HLW, some can be used effectively as resources. For example
platinum group elements are widely used as catalysts to reduce nitrogen oxides in vehicle exhaust
gases, and so on. However, prior to actual application, clearance level issues are to be solved.

4.4 Reduction of MA and LLFP inventory, and the times required

Even if P&T technology is employed, some MAs and LLFPs will remain in the waste, and
final disposal of such waste will eventually be necessary. An oxide-fuelled or metallic-fuelled fast
reactor can transmute MAs from more than five or six LWRs every year. While an ADS with one
quarter of thermal output of a LWR can transmute MAs from more than ten LWRs (about 250 kg per
year).

4.5 Generation of secondary waste

The aqueous partitioning process, like PUREX reprocessing, generates secondary waste.
Compared with reprocessing, however, the volume of secondary waste is lower because P&T
technology deals with the very limited quantities of HLLW generated by reprocessing. In the dry-type
partitioning process, molten salts and liquid metals are used as solvents, and metallic Li is used as a
reducer. These solvents and reducers are less susceptible to degradation by radiation, and may be
recycled in the system. But there is almost no experience of using this process on an industrial scale.
To evaluate the secondary waste volume, further investigations and experience using actual materials
are needed.

4.6 Short-term increase in radiation dose

When P&T technology is employed in the nuclear fuel cycle, exposure dose could increase
in the short term as new processes and facilities are introduced and as the volume of MAs and LLFPs
to be dealt with in such processes increases. It will be possible, however, to keep exposure dose for
workers and the public below the statutory standard, and as low as reasonably possible, by measures
such as enhanced shielding.

4.7 Economy

R&D to date has focused on basic studies to obtain fundamental data for designing processes
and systems, and no one is in a position to make a reliable cost estimate for the P&T technology.
Nevertheless, very preliminary cost estimates of three organisations indicate a few percent of LWR
electricity generation cost for PT implementation.

5. FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Modern society demands maximum control of hazardous waste produced by industry, as
well as recycling to preserve resources and protect the environment. It goes without saying that the
nuclear industry, too, must take all effective measures. P&T technology applied to long-lived nuclides
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can be useful in, for example, reducing the long-term radioactive inventory in nuclear waste, and it is
appropriate that R&D should be carried out on an ongoing basis.

5.1 P&T technology and the nuclear fuel cycle

P&T technology is a part of the nuclear fuel cycle. The question of how and in what part of
the nuclear fuel cycle P&T technology should be incorporated in order to optimize the cycle, should
be considered. The purpose of R&D is to suggest scenarios for introducing P&T systems into the
nuclear fuel cycle, and to develop designs and establish key technologies for such systems. Keeping
the totality of the fuel cycle in mind, it is necessary to correctly evaluate issues of economy, energy
security, and reduction of the radioactive inventory in waste, and to analyse the trade-off among those
factors.

5.2 Research on system design and development of key technologies

R&D for P&T technology consists of research on system design with the aim of introducing
this technology into the nuclear fuel cycle, and development of the key technologies necessary to
realise the system. Development of key technologies takes time and should be carried out in a
progressive fashion, while at the same time being properly integrated with research on system design.

5.3 How to proceed R&D in future

P&T technology based on the use of power-generating fast reactors, and P&T technology
based on the double-strata fuel-cycle concept, on which R&D is being carried out in Japan, have their
own distinctive features. These two concepts also provide new options for the fuel cycle and it is
therefore appropriate at this stage to continue the development of both. The objectives of further R&D
are to study scenarios, including a possible blending of these two concepts, in order to introduce a
feasible P&T technology system into the nuclear fuel cycle, and to develop the necessary technologies.
System design and P&T introduction scenarios will continue to be studied. According to the scenarios
thus defined, and based on the results of R&D to date, small-scale experiments to demonstrate the
feasibility of a series of processes will then be conducted. Following this, systems whose feasibility
has been successfully demonstrated will be subjected to engineering tests in order to obtain data on
their safety. It will be important at this stage to manage the R&D under a system of checks and
reviews, and to update the scenarios on a regular basis.

5.4 Co-operation for R&D

Although there are differences in the concepts, reactor types and systems, many common
issues exist in R&D on P&T technology. JAERI, JNC and CRIEPI should work together in an effort to
resolve those common issues, strengthening their co-operation through the sharing of their R&D
results. At the same time, it is important to carry out the R&D effectively by, for example, cooperating
with other domestic organizations and using their existing facilities. In Western nations, the trend is
toward international co-operation in various areas of P&T technology R&D, and the three
organisations should actively join such cooperation frameworks and make use of research facilities
available overseas. They are also encouraged to exchange information through the existing
OECD/NEA framework.
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5.5 R&D schedule and evaluation

P&T technology is inseparable from the nuclear fuel cycle, and it is therefore appropriate to
conduct R&D in this area on a time schedule compatible with nuclear fuel cycle R&D. At present,
feasibility study on commercialised FBRs and related fuel cycle system is being carried out under the
collaborative efforts of JNC, electric utilities, CRIEPI and JAERI. In this study, R&D scenarios
toward commercialization of fast reactor system will be reviewed by about 2005. Thus, around the
year 2005 is deemed to be an appropriate time to reconsider all R&D scenarios of PT including the use
of FBRs for transmutation together with power generation, and the double-strata fuel cycle.
Thereafter, progress, results and R&D policy will be checked and reviewed every five years or so.
Evaluations of P&T technology system concepts, and reviews of introduction scenarios, should also be
conducted.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

P&T technology belongs to a world quite different from that of ordinary chemical reactions
in the sense that, in P&T, materials are transformed at the atomic level. Its potential is not limited
simply to transmutation. In addition, its development raises issues that will be difficult to resolve with
existing technology alone, overcoming these difficulties could lead to other exciting technological
breakthroughs. This, indeed, should be one reason for young engineers scientists to want to become
involved in the field. Research on this kind of advanced technology can be expected to make a great
contribution to evitalizing nuclear research generally. P&T technology research should be actively
promoted in order to nurture the development of human resources in the nuclear field.

In doing this, however, it is important to create an environment in which innovative ideas
can be adopted without “interference” from existing systems. P&T technology requires open-minded
R&D.

Inspired by Japan’s OMEGA programme, many similar programmes have been established
around the world – in France, other European countries, and the United States. It is expected for Japan
to play an important on-going role in this area – and to do so as part of her international contribution,
while conducting timely evaluation of R&D progress.
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Annex 2

JAERI JNC CRIEPI

Partitioning MAs (Np, Am, Cm), Pu, Tc

Platinum group (Ru, Rh, Pd), Sr, Cs

MAs (Np, Am, Cm), Pu, Tc

Platinum group (Ru, Rh, Pd)

MAs (Np, Am, Cm), PuElements
subject to

P&T
Transmutation MAs (Np, Am, Cm), Tc, I MAs (Np, Am, Cm), Pu, Tc, I MAs (Np, Am, Cm), Pu

Partitioning process 4-group partitioning process (wet process) Advanced reprocessing nuclide
partitioning system (wet process)

Dry process

MA separation DIDPA extraction CMPOTRUEX process
Improved PUREX process

Reductive extraction
(molten salt/liquid metal)

Tc-Platinum
group

Precipitation by de-nitration Electrolytic extraction -

Sr-Cs Column absorption with
inorganic ion exchangers

- -

Transmutation cycle Double strata fuel cycle MOX fuelled FBR Metallic-fuelled FBR

Fuel type MA-nitride fuel MA-MOX fuel U-Pu-Zr ternary alloy

Transmutation
process

Accelerator driven sub-critical system
(ADS)
Actinide burner fast reactor (ABR)

FBR FBR

Fuel processing Molten-salt electrolysis (pyroprecess) Wet process Molten-salt electro-refining
and reductive extraction
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Annex 3

Members of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Fuel Cycle Back-end Policy
Atomic Energy Commission of Japan

Yumi Akimoto President, Mitsubishi Materials Corporation
Kenkichi Ishigure Professor, Saitama Institute of Technology
Nobuo Ishizuka Member of Board and Secretary General,

Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
Michiko Ichimasa Professor, Ibaraki University
Yoichiro Ohmomo Senior Executive Director, Institute for Environmental Sciences
Yoshiaki Oka Professor, University of Tokyo
Takeki Kawahito Chairman, Radioactive Waste Management Center
Keiji Kanda Professor, Kyoto University
Tomoko Kusama President, Oita University of Nursing and Health Sciences
Nobuaki Kumagai Professor Emeritus, Osaka University
Keiji Kojima Representative, Geospace Laboratory
Osamu Konishi Editor, Nippon Hoso Kyokai (Japan Broadcasting Corporation)
Kisaburo Kodama Director General, Geological Survey of Japan
Shinzo Saito Vice President, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Shiro Sasaki Technical consultant, Japan Nuclear Fuel Limited
Atsuyuki Suzuki Professor, University of Tokyo
Hiroshi Sekimoto Professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Satoru Tanaka Professor, University of Tokyo
Yasumasa Tanaka Professor, Gakushuin University
Akira Tokuyama President, Fuji Tokoha University
Hiroyuki Torii Editorial Writer, Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Inc.
Yasuo Nakagami Executive Vice President,

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute
Tadashi Nagakura Senior Advisor Emeritus, Central Research Institute of the

Electrical Power Industry
Kunio Higashi Professor, Kyoto University
Junsuke Fujioka Managing Director, Japan Radioisotope Association
Hajimu Maeda Chairman, Nuclear Task Force,

Federation of Electric Power Companies
Miyako Matsuda Commentator on consumer and environmental affairs

(Issues related to waste and recycling)
Hirotake Moriyama Professor, Kyoto University
Yoshiaki Yamanouchi Attorney at Law
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B ased  on  m ateria ls provided by P . J. F inck
A dvanced Fuel C ycle In itiative Program  M anager at

A rgonne N ational L aboratory, and other sources

P resented to the Integration G roup for the Safety  C ase
by Abe Van Luik

T he U .S. D epartm ent of E nergy’s 
A dvanced Fuel C ycle Initiative is

E valuating Potential C osts and B enefits of 
Partitioning and T ransm utation

INTRODUCTION

� Policy Statement from Department of Energy
Undersecretary Card: the Department is interested in
partitioning and transmutation (P&T) to the extent that
“. . . transmutation is technically feasible and will reduce
the toxicity of the waste to a point that makes it technically
and economically justified …”

� Therefore, making the case for P&T within the
Department requires an evaluation of its potential costs
and benefits
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B ackground

� P artition in g  and  T ran sm u tation  (P & T ) strategies h ave
b een  stud ied  over th e p ast 15 years as a  w ay  to:
� R educe rad iotoxic ity  (L ong L ived F ission  P roducts, M inor

A ctin ides)

� R educe dose (I , T c, N p)

� R educe p roliferation  potential

� R educe volum e of h igh  level w aste

� R educe heat load

� P rovide a path  for effective w aste m anagem ent

� S um m ary of S tu dies
� A A A  and  A F C I program s
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International Approaches to Transm utation

France
 “com mercial” approach
[not a transmutation approach]

Japan, France
“reference”  approaches

U.S.,  France
“IFR”

U.S., others
“FR burning”

Italy, Sweden, U.S.
“ATW ”

T RU burning in
FR

T RU burning in
ADS

Double S trata
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Note: Differences between multi-recycle approaches are 
mostly due to normalization to total energy produced.

T R U  burning in
F R

T R U  burning in
ADS

Double S trata

Figure 1(b): TRU waste production

• Thermal spectrum partial irradiations
provide little toxicity benefit

• All transmutation approaches
meet the 1000 year objective
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T h e  U . S .  A p p r o a c h

y 1 9 9 9 :   A T W  R o a d m a p
y A c c e l e r a t o r  b a s e d  t r a n s m u t a t i o n
y R & D  p r o g r a m  w a s  l a u n c h e d :

y S e p a r a t i o n s
y F u e l s
y P h y s i c s
y T e c h n o l o g y
y S y s t e m  S t u d i e s

y 2 0 0 2 :   R e p o r t  t o  C o n g r e s s  ( I n  P r o g r e s s )
y S y s t e m  s t u d i e s  i n  U . S .  a n d  E u r o p e  i n d i c a t e  p r e f e r e n c e  f o r  r e a c t o r  b a s e d

t r a n s m u t a t i o n
y D O E - N E  p r o p o s e s :   i s o l a t i o n  o f  C s / S r ,  r e c y c l e  o f  P u  a n d  N p  i n  L W R ’ s ,

a n d  l a t e r  r e c y c l e  o f  M A ’ s  i n  f a s t  r e a c t o r s
y D e p e n d i n g  o n  t h e  n a t i o n a l  n u c l e a r  p o w e r  s c e n a r i o ,  i t  m a y  d e l a y  o r

a v o i d  n e e d  f o r  s e c o n d  r e p o s i t o r y

Advanced Fuel Cycle System

LWR
Spent
Fuel

Dissolver
(Chop-Leach

Process)

Cladding Hull
Cleanup

UREX
Solvent Extraction

Process

Low-Level
Waste Disposal

or Storage
(~265 m3/year)

Pu/Np
Extraction

Cs/Sr
Extraction

Denitration/
Solidification

Electrochemical
Reduction to

Metal
in Molten Salt

Molten Salt
Electrorefining

Storage
(~0.5 m3/y MA)

High-Level
Waste

Repository

Tier 2
Transmuter

Recycle or
Disposal

(~80 m3/year)

Storage
(~2 m3/year)

Tier 1
Transmuter

HNO3

Cladding
Hulls

Hulls (525 t/y)

Pu, Np (oxides)

Acid solution of Actinides and
Fission Products

Uranium (UO3)

Liquid raffinate
(nitrates of TRU
and FPs)

Liquid
Raffinate

Liquid
Raffinate

(Oxide
Powder,
~85 t/y)

Metal
TRUs

and FPs

Cs/Sr oxides

Fission Products (~30 m3/y waste form)

Metallic
TRUs

Minor
Actinides,
other FPs

Decay Storage
(~2 m3/year)

[Note: storage volumes based on 2,000t SNF per year, 10-yr cooling
(2,210 m3 per year if disposed directly in a geologic repository).]

(~20 t/y)

(~3 t/y)

(~9 t/y)

(~1,870 t/y)

(~75 t/y FPs)

Iodine (as NaI)
(0.8t/y,

0.25m3/y)

Tc
(2.5 t/y, 0.2 m 3/y)
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Tier 2 Metal Fuel Processing

Spent
Metal Fuel
from Tier 2

Reactor Uranium
Product

Uranium
Recovery and
Conversion

Chop

Tier 2 Fast
Spectrum
Reactor

Electro-
Refining

Uranium-TRU
Product
(~30% U)

U-TRU
Recovery and

Fuel
Fabrication

High-Level
Waste

Repository

Metall ic
Actinides and

Fission
Products

Solid Cathode

Liquid cathode

(U, TRU, some
RE FPs)

Fission
Products

Fission
Products

U, TRU,
RE FPs

U-TRU-Zr Alloy

Low-Level
Waste or
Storage

P otentia l B enefits

� H L W  volum e red uction
� M anagem ent of short term  heat load
� R edu ction of long  term  h eat load
� R ad iotoxic ity , lon g-term  d ose reduction

S evera l issu es n eed to  be reso lved  to  ach ieve these b enefits, in
p articu lar:

� D em onstrate  new  sep arations technologies-un derstand  and  m anage
w aste stream

� D evelop  and  qu alify  ad eq uate w aste form s
� D evelop  w aste  m an agem en t strategy
� Im plem entation  stra tegy  and  Y ucca M oun ta in  sched ule
� N ational po licy  d ec isions to  invest in  necessary facilities
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Repository Benefit Analyses -  Example:
Effects of Spent Fuel Processing

� The goal of ongoing work is to quantify the benefits to the
repository from spent fuel processing, including

y effect of removal of contributors to the potential dose
y effect of removal of contributors to the heat load

y identify useful strategies for improving performance

� The results of the study will allow an assessment of which
alternatives can be economically useful in

y increasing the repository capacity
y reducing the potential hazard from the repository
y reducing uncertainties associated with the performance of the repository

Repository Benefit Analysis - Example
Effects of Spent Fuel Processing (continued)

Projects on quantifying the effects of actinide removal have been
in place for several years
-  Scoping studies using the Yucca Mountain Project GoldSim models of
the repository, along with thermal models of Yucca Mountain
-  Initial results are promising concerning

� increased capacity

� shorter times at high temperatures

� increasing predictability of waste package performance

Detailed analyses are planned that will allow better quantification
of the impact, along with an economic assessment to determine if
the approaches are viable
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Repository Benefit Analysis - Exam ple
 Actinide Rem oval and Decay Heat
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Example of Proposal: Simulation-Based Engineering
to Integrate All Aspects of Nuclear Energy

Fuels and M aterials
•Irradiation Performance
•High Temperature Performance
•Transient Fuel Behavior

Modeling, Simulation and
High Performance

ComputingSpent Fuel Treatment
•Advanced Aqueous and
Pyro Process Models
•Recycle Facility Design
and Operation

W aste Disposal
•Repository Performance
•Waste Form Qualification

Reactor Systems Design
•Integrated Core Design
•Optimized Assembly Design
•Steam Generator Corrosion
and Wear

Reactor Operations
•Thermal Uprate
Assessments
•Materials Behavior for
Plant Life Extension
•Plant Maintenance using
Virtual Reality

Reactor Safety
•Accident Analysis
•Inherent Safety Evaluation
•Power Plant Security

Y ucca M ountain Project FEIS on Potential
Im pacts of Separation &  T ransm utation

� Section  9.1.3 of the F inal Environm ental Im pact S tatem ent
for a G eologic Repository for the D isposal of Spent N uclear
Fuel and H igh-Level R adioactive W aste at Yucca M ountain ,
N ye C ounty, N evada (D O E/EIS-0250) addressed  S& T

� A cknow ledged that S& T could:
� elim inate/reduce certain radionuclides in the inventory and

thus add flexib ility to the design of the repository, and

� reduce uncertainties about repository perform ance

� D O E com m its to incorporating inform ation from  future
S& T  studies in  its decisions
� during preparation  of a M itigation A ction  P lan for the EIS
� during the repository licensing process, if necessary
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Key action Thermonuclear fusionKey action Thermonuclear fusion 788 M788 M
Key action Nuclear fissionKey action Nuclear fission 142 M142 M
Generic research Radiological ScienceGeneric research Radiological Science   39 M  39 M
Support for infrastructuresSupport for infrastructures   10 M  10 M
Joint Research CenterJoint Research Center 281 M281 M

TotalTotal      1 260  M     1 260  M
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OBJECTIVE  OF FP5 (1998-2002)OBJECTIVE  OF FP5 (1998-2002)

Provide a basis for evaluating the
practicability, on an industrial scale, of
partitioning & transmutation for reducing the
amount of long lived radionuclides to be
disposed of
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AEA Technology (UK), ANSALDO (I), APC (GR), BNFL (UK), Catalunya University (E),
CEA (F), CERN, Chalmers University (S), CIEMAT (E), CNR (I), CNRS (F),

Coimbra University (P), CRIEPI (J), CRS4 (I), CSIC (E), Delft University (NL),
Empresarios Agrupados (E), ENEA (I), Framatome-ANP GmbH (D),
Framatome-ANP SAS (F), Frankfurt University (D), FZJ (D), FZK (D), FZR (D),
Grenoble University (F), Groningen University (NL), GSI (D), Hannover University (D),

IBA (B), INFN (I), Institut Quimic de Sarría CETS (E), ITN Sacavém (P), JRC (EC),
Krakov University (PL), KTH (S), KWO Obrigheim (D), LAESA (E), Liège University (B),
Mainz University (D), Micromod (D), Nantes University (F), NNC (UK), NRG (NL), NRI (CZ),
Parma University (I), Pavia University (I), Politecnico di Milano (I), PSI (CH), PTB (D),
Reading University (UK), Santiago de Campostela University (E), SCK•CEN (B),

Sevilla University (E), Strasbourg University (F), Studsvik Nuclear AB (S), Subatech (F),
Swiss Fed. Inst. of Techn. Zürich (CH), Technische Universität Wien (A), Tractebel (B),
Twente University (NL), Universidad Politecnico de Madrid (E),
Université Catholique de Louvain (B), Uppsala University (S)
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TRANSMUTATION (6.5 MEuro)
Basic Studies:

MUSE
HINDAS

N-TOF_ND_ADS
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Technological Support:

SPIRE
TECLA

ASCHLIM
MEGAPIE - TEST

PARTITIONING (5 MEuro)

PYROREP
PARTNEW
CALIXPART

TRANSMUTATION (3.9 MEuro)
Fuels:

CONFIRM
THORIUM CYCLE

FUTURE

TRANSMUTATION (6 MEuro)
Preliminary Design Studies
for an Experimental ADS:

PDS-XADS
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��  Pyrochemical Pyrochemical processes:processes:

PYROREPPYROREP
� Assessment of flow sheets for pyrometallurgical
processes for separation of minor actinides (MA) from
lanthanides
� 2 methods: salt/metal extraction and electrorefining
� Compatibility of materials with corrosive media
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� Aqueous processes:Aqueous processes:
Development of solvent extraction processes of MA from
HLLW (at present in 2 steps, tomorrow possibly in 1 step)

PARTNEWPARTNEW
� Closer to pilot plant demonstration
� BTP, dithiophosphinic acids

CALIXPARTCALIXPART
� Synthesis of more innovative compounds (calixarenes)
� NMR, X-ray, molecular modeling
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PDS-XADSPDS-XADS
Preliminary design studies of an European experimental
ADS addressing the critical points of the whole system:
� accelerator (cyclotron, linac)
� liquid heavy metal spallation target (window)
� sub-critical core (small core, larger core cooled by

LBE or by gas)
Safety and licensing issues
Preliminary assessment of cost
Consolidating road-mapping
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                                                              SPIRESPIRE

� Neutron/proton irradiation effects on structural steels
(spallation products, mechanical properties)
� Irradiation in HFR, BR2, BOR60, SINQ

                                                            TECLATECLA

Assessment of lead alloys as spallation target and
coolant for ADS:
- corrosion and protection of structural materials
- thermo-hydraulic experiments
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MEGAPIE-TESTMEGAPIE-TEST
Design and operation of a heavy liquid metal (Pb-Bi)
spallation target producing a high neutron flux

� Separate tests for each component (beam window,
heat exchanger, corrosion control system)

� Safety and reliability aspects

� coupling with the � 1 MW proton beam of the PSI
cyclotron in 2004
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� Uranium free nitride fuel: CONFIRMCONFIRM
- fabrication of (Am, Zr) N pellets
- irradiation of (Pu, Zr) N pins in Studsvik

� Thorium-plutonium oxide fuel: THORIUM CYCLETHORIUM CYCLE
- irradiation behaviour at high burn-up in HFR Petten and
KWO Obrigheim

� Innovative actinide-based oxide fuels: FUTUREFUTURE
- synthesis, characterisation, fabrication tests
- modeling of the fuel and safety performance
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� Analytical tools for sub-critical neutronics: MUSEMUSE
- validation on MASURCA coupled to a neutron generator
- code cross comparison, reactivity control techniques

� Nuclear cross sections:

� above 20 MeV for ADS engineering design: HINDASHINDAS
- measurements for 3 nuclides (Iron, Lead, Uranium) at
different European facilities

� for 1eV<E<250 MeV for transmutation: n-TOF-ND-ADSn-TOF-ND-ADS
- measurements at CERN and Geel for actinides and long-
lived fission products
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� Research activities on P&T under FP5 are in
full operation

� All important aspects of P&T are covered by
the R&D projects to fulfill the objective of FP5

� Results of FP5 projects will be presented in an
International Workshop on P&T and ADS
Development to be held in Mol (B) on
September 16-19, 2003
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� Priority Thematic Areas of Research
� Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion 750 M
� Management of Radioactive Waste   90 M
� Radiation Protection   50 M

� Other activities in the field of nuclear
technologies and safety   50 M

� Nuclear activities of the JRC 290 M
TotalTotal       1 230 M      1 230 M
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� Management of Radioactive Waste    90 M

� Research on geological disposal
� Partitioning and transmutation
� Concepts to produce less waste

� Other activities in the field of nuclear
technologies and safety    50 M
� Innovative concepts to generate energy
� Education and Training
� Safety of existing nuclear installations
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Determine practical ways of reducing the
amount and/or hazard of the long term
component of the radioactive waste to be
disposed of in geological repositories by
P&T and to evaluate their practicability on
an industrial scale.
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Research areas:

�System assessment
�Partitioning (chemical separation)
�Transmutation (nuclear conversion)
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System assessment:

Fundamental assessment of the system
and safety aspects of the overall concept
of P&T and in particular its practicability
on an industrial scale and its impact on
waste management and geological
disposal.
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Partitioning:
Development of hydrometallurgical and
pyrochemical processes for the
chemical separation of radionuclides
from the high-level radioactive waste
with a view to the demonstration of the
most promising processes.
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Transmutation:
Development of basic knowledge and technologies for
transmutation.
In the case of accelerator driven sub-critical systems
(ADS), research on :

� fuels for actinide transmutation,
� design and coupling of key elements of ADS,
� safety and licensing issues,
� structural material corrosion and irradiation behaviour,
� basic nuclear data.
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� FP6 and specific programmes adopted by
Council. Rules for participation very close to
be approved

� Research Community submitted EoIs  to use
the new instruments (IP, NoE) in FP6. Results
of EoI analysis published on CORDIS

� Work programme developed by EC services

� First calls from December 2002
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Accelerator-driven Systems (ADS) and Fast Reactors (FR) in Advanced
Nuclear Fuel Cycles – A Comparative Study

EXTRACT FROM OECD/NEA PUBLICATION IBSN 92-64-184882-1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Scope of study and principal messages

The long-term hazard of radioactive wastes arising from nuclear energy production is a matter
of continued discussion and public concern in many countries. By the use of partitioning and
transmutation (P&T) of the actinides and some of the long-lived fission products, the radiotoxicity of the
high-level waste (HLW) and, possibly, the safety requirements for its geological disposal can be reduced
compared with the current once-through fuel cycle. To make the technologically complex enterprise
worthwhile, a reduction in the HLW radiotoxicity by a factor of at least one hundred is desirable. This
requires very effective reactor and fuel cycle strategies, including fast reactors (FRs) and/or accelerator-
driven, sub-critical systems. The accelerator-driven system (ADS) has recently been receiving increased
attention due to its potential to improve the flexibility and safety characteristics of transmutation
systems.

The present study compares FR- and ADS-based actinide transmutation systems with respect
to reactor properties, fuel cycle requirements, economic aspects, and R&D needs. The essential
differences between the various systems are evaluated with the help of a number of representative
“fuel cycle schemes”. The strategies investigated include an evolutionary transmutation strategy in
which the ADS provides additional flexibility by enabling plutonium utilisation in conventional
reactors and confining the minor actinides to a small part of the fuel cycle, and two innovative
transuranics (TRU) burning strategies, with an FR or an ADS, in which plutonium and minor actinides
are managed together to minimise the proliferation risk. A novelty in the present study is that the
analyses are carried out in a consistent manner using reactor and fuel cycle parameters which have
been agreed upon by international experts.

Principle messages from the study which could influence P&T policy development are:

•  Fuel cycles with multiple recycling of the fuel and very low fuel losses are required to
achieve the desired hundred-fold radiotoxicity reduction.

•  All transmutation strategies with multiple recycling of the fuel can achieve similar radio-
toxicity reductions, but the choice of the strategy strongly influences fuel cycle
requirements.
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•  The ADS is particularly suited as a “dedicated” minor actinide burner in steady-state
scenarios and provides flexibility in transient scenarios.

•  The ADS-based evolutionary, and the FR-based innovative, approaches appear to be
attractive transmutation strategies, from both technical and economic viewpoints.

•  The full potential of a transmutation system can be exploited only if the system is utilised
for a minimum time period of about a hundred years.

•  A considerable amount of R&D on sub-critical reactors, advanced fuels, and materials
would be needed before ADS-based transmutation technology could be deployed.

General context

The world-wide increasing energy demand in general, and electricity demand in particular,
call for a re-evaluation of fission energy as a long-term energy source. In this context, a recent
OECD/NEA publication has investigated the extent to which nuclear energy is compatible with the
goals of sustainable development, and how it can best contribute to them [1]. Although present light
water reactors (LWRs) are capable of covering the nuclear energy demand for many decades to come,
there is a longer-term need for integrating advanced reactors, including fast reactors, into the nuclear
energy system. Important development goals for such advanced systems are environmental
friendliness, resource efficiency, and cost-effectiveness, while accounting for socio-political concerns
such as proliferation.

In the early days of nuclear energy, electricity generation in LWRs as well as FRs was
estimated to be economically competitive with other forms of electricity generation. At that time,
uranium resources were assumed to be the limiting factor for nuclear deployment, while the limited
amount of radioactive waste was seen as less of a concern than it is today. This early perspective
called for a rapid introduction of conventional, uranium-plutonium mixed-oxide (MOX) fuelled fast
reactors with a fuel cycle which is fully closed for plutonium, but not for the minor actinides
neptunium, americium and curium, which are at least as radiotoxic as plutonium. A complete closure
of the fuel cycle by recycling the minor actinides as well was already envisaged at that time, but not
given much attention because the utilisation of the energy content of the minor actinides is not
economically attractive.

Today, while uranium is still abundant but radioactive waste is giving increasing rise to public
concern, an attempt to progress towards the ultimate goal of a fully closed, FR-based fuel cycle via the
intermediate step of a transmutation system is appropriate. The partitioning and transmutation of
actinides and fission products which are now put to waste would allow the “radiological cleanliness” of
nuclear energy to be improved, and thus one of the most important requirements for an environmentally
friendly nuclear energy system to be addressed. It is clear that not only the technical but also the
economic feasibilities of such a system must be demonstrated.

Previous studies and adopted approach

In response to the interest of Member countries, and recognising the activities pursued, the
Nuclear Energy Agency initiated a long-term programme on P&T in 1989, addressing a wide range of
technical and scientific issues. An International Exchange Programme was established to strengthen
international collaboration, and a first P&T systems study was carried out from 1996 to 19981. This
systems study focused on a review of the progress in P&T and the possible benefits for waste

                                                     
1. Actinide and Fission Partitioning and Transmutation; Status and Assessment Report, OECD, 1999.
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management. Specific fuel cycle strategies were discussed, covering plutonium recycling and the
additional burning of minor actinides in dedicated reactor systems; however, the more effective
transmutation strategies with fully closed fuel cycles and the specific role of the ADS in these fuel
cycles were not addressed. The present, second P&T systems study tries to close this gap and thereby
complements the first study. Specific aims of this second study are the clarification of the roles and
relative merits of the FR and the fast-spectrum ADS in closed fuel cycles by means of comparative
analysis, as well as the assessment of the development status of the ADS with emphasis on reactor and
fuel cycle technology, safety, economics, and general feasibility.

To quantitatively assess the advantages and drawbacks of different plutonium and minor
actinide (MA) burning strategies, seven “fuel cycle schemes”, shown in Figure 1, have been selected
and compared with the current once-through fuel cycle (OFC). The schemes are generic and stand for
groups of strategies with scope for variation according to national preferences. All reactors are
assumed to be electricity producers.
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Figure 1.  Overview of analysed fuel cycle schemes

Schemes with open or partially closed fuel cycles
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Note:

The “principal” fuel cycle schemes represent cornerstone strategies. Combinations of these are
possible. For example, the MOX-TRU scheme combines elements of the ADS-TRU and plutonium
burning schemes. The principal schemes were analysed using a single nuclear data library and a
single reactor code system.
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Schemes 3a, 3b, 3c and 4 allow the essential differences between FR- and ADS-based
transmutation strategies with fully closed fuel cycles to be demonstrated. In addition, two schemes
with partially closed fuel cycles are considered: scheme 2 is of interest because plutonium burning
itself is an important issue and transmutation always involves plutonium burning as a preceding or
simultaneous process. The heterogeneous recycling scheme H2 represents a possible alternative to the
closed fuel cycle which, however, has an inferior transmutation potential. Finally, the all-FR strategy
represents the long-term goal for nuclear development. Only “burner” reactors with solid fuels are
considered, and these are optimised for a high burning efficiency so that they can support a large
fraction of LWRs in the reactor park. The comparison is unique with regard to the use of consistent
calculation methods, and reactor and fuel cycle parameters which have been evaluated specifically for
this study.

Sustainability comparison

The comparison considers three axes of sustainability, namely resource efficiency,
environmental friendliness, and cost-effectiveness. Key criteria along the second axis are the heavy
metal and TRU losses, and the radiotoxicity of the losses, to repository. The principal results are
illustrated in Figure 2 and can be summarised as follows:

•  All transmutation strategies with fully closed fuel cycles can, in principle, achieve
similar reductions in the actinide inventory and the long-term radiotoxicity of the high-
level waste, and these are comparable with those of a pure fast reactor strategy. This
implies that there are no distinct differences between the respective potentials of the FR
and the ADS.

•  With the assumed reactor and fuel cycle parameters, these strategies can achieve a more
than hundred-fold reduction in the long-term waste radiotoxicity and even higher
reductions in the heavy metal and TRU losses to repository, compared with the once-
through fuel cycle. This applies for multiple recycling of the fuels, high fuel burn-ups,
and very low reprocessing and fuel fabrication losses. For the latter, a value of 0.1% for
all actinides is assumed, as already achieved for uranium and plutonium, though an
ambitious target for the other actinides.

•  Regarding actinide waste production and technological aspects, the FR-TRU and the
ADS-MA scheme are similarly attractive. The first can gradually evolve to a pure fast
reactor strategy, but requires higher initial investment in fast reactor and advanced fuel
cycle technologies. The second confines the minor actinides to a small side-stream of the
fuel cycle where, however, very innovative technology is needed. Here, the ADS has the
advantage that it can burn pure minor actinides while avoiding a deterioration of the core
safety characteristics.

•  The economic analysis indicates that ADS-based transmutation technology can be made
more competitive by burning as much plutonium as possible in conventional reactors, i.e.
MOX-fuelled LWRs and FRs. This favours the ADS-MA scheme, which, together with
the FR-TRU scheme, also features the lowest electricity costs of all transmutation
schemes. In these cases, P&T is estimated to add a relatively modest 10-20% to the
electricity costs of the once-through fuel cycle. Although such cost increases would be
unacceptable to the market at present, they are limited and might be affordable in the
future if price increases rendered fossil fuels less competitive or society placed a
premium on reducing waste radiotoxicity.

The study also shows that plutonium burning alone is useful for the management of
plutonium, but cannot qualify as a transmutation strategy because it reduces the long-term waste
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radiotoxicity by only a factor of about five. Recycling americium and curium heterogeneously in
special “target” pins which are disposed of after irradiation, as shown in the hetero MA scheme H2, is
technically less demanding than a closed fuel cycle strategy, but is also about a factor of two less
effective in reducing the radiotoxicity; this strategy is being explored as a near-term transmutation
option.

Figure 2.  Sustainability comparison

Resource Efficiency (U-REQ)

Env. Friendliness (TRU-L)

Env. Friendliness (HM-L)

Cost Effectiveness (COE)

0

0.5

1
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Fuel Cycle Scheme

22.9
4.1

Pu
burning

FR-
TRU
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TRU

MOX-
TRU

ADS-MA All FR

U-REQ: Natural uranium requirement relative to OFC.

TRU-L: Transuranics losses to repository (% of OFC).

HM-L: Heavy metal losses to repository (tenths of % of OFC).

COE: Cost of electricity relative to OFC (nominal case).

Note: For the Pu-burning scheme, TRU-L and HM-L are off-scale.

Regarding the utilisation period of transmutation systems, the study confirms that physical
limitations associated with the production and destruction of in-pile and out-of-pile fuel inventories
imply very long time constants for the introduction and final phase-out of such systems, and that P&T
technology can, therefore, achieve its goal only if it is introduced with the intention of using it for at
least a century. In particular, the full radiotoxicity reduction benefit can be realised only if the TRU
inventory of the system is ultimately burnt and not put to waste.

Finally, it should be noted that all transmutation strategies including LWRs in the reactor
mix require similar uranium resources and produce similarly large streams of residual uranium as the
LWR once-through strategy. If the residual uranium is not considered as a resource for future fast
reactors, its long-term radiological impact must also be assessed.
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ADS technology and safety

Though the FR and the ADS perform similarly with respect to environmental friendliness
criteria, they differ considerably from technology, operation, and safety viewpoints.

In this context, two advantages of the ADS are of particular interest:

•  The sub-critical, ADS concept enables the design of reactor cores which would otherwise
not have acceptable operating characteristics. In particular, the possibility of operating a
sub-critical actinide burner with a uranium-free (or thorium-free) fuel supply allows
burner effectiveness to be maximised and hence the fraction of specialised transmuters in
the reactor park to be minimised.

•  Moreover, the concept allows the adjustment, i.e. increase, of the reactivity margin to
prompt criticality, thereby reducing the potential of the core for a power excursion. This
is useful primarily for minor actinide burners, for which this margin is only about half of
that of a normal fast reactor if the core is operated in a critical mode. TRU burner cores
are less degraded in this respect.

The above-mentioned advantages of the ADS have to be balanced against the technological
challenges arising from the coupling of a reactor and an accelerator, and the necessity to accommodate
new types of operational and accidental transients. Regarding the former, the following problems
require attention:

•  Although the development of accelerators is well-advanced, with beam powers up to 10
MW for cyclotrons and 100 MW for linacs appearing feasible, beam losses and, most
importantly, beam trip frequency must be further reduced to satisfy activation, fast
temperature fluctuation and mechanical stress criteria for sensitive structures.

•  Various problems related to accelerator-reactor coupling have still to be investigated.
Thereby, special attention has to be given to the target and especially the beam window,
as these components are subjected to complex stress, corrosion and irradiation conditions
which are not encountered in normal reactors.

In the area of control and dynamic response, the following issues must be investigated:

•  Controlling an ADS with beam power rather than an absorber-based reactivity
compensation system reduces the potential of the core for reactivity-induced transients.
For a sub-critical TRU burner, however, this advantage has to be balanced against the
economic penalty arising from the high burn-up reactivity loss, which implies a higher
beam current to maintain power at the end of the reactor cycle. The comparison is
complicated because it also involves the balancing of safety-grade requirements for the
two control systems.

•  In contrast to the static behaviour of sub-critical cores, their response to reactivity and
source transients is not yet well studied. The presence of an external neutron source
which can vary very rapidly, in combination with very weak reactivity feedback, implies
fast and (depending on the sub-criticality level) large responses to accelerator trips and
control actions, which put additional demands on the control actuators, the fuel
behaviour, and the heat removal processes. In particular, the fuel should be capable of
buffering the respective heat balance disturbances.

•  If a hypothetical core disruptive accident cannot be excluded deterministically, a prompt
negative feedback mechanism must be developed to quench it.
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Fuel cycle requirements

Important technological challenges also arise for the fuel cycle of a transmutation system.
These are a direct consequence of the goal of transmutation, which implies the contamination of the fuel
cycle by high concentrations of minor actinides. A central issue is the reprocessing of the fuel, but fuel
fabrication and handling also pose new problems. The respective conclusions can be summarised as
follows:

•  Transmutation systems involve unusual fuels with high decay heat and neutron emission.
A significant effort is required to demonstrate the manufacturability, burn-up behaviour,
and reprocessability of these fuels. ADS fuels are particularly enriched in minor actinides
and can probably be reprocessed only with the help of pyrochemical methods. These
methods have to be further developed to tolerate from ten to more than twenty times
higher decay heat levels than those encountered in the pyrochemical reprocessing of fast
reactor fuels.

•  The introduction of pyrochemical processing technologies at the industrial level will
require the development of new process flowsheets and the use of potentially very
corrosive reagents in hostile environments. These processes will generate chemical and
radiological hazards which will have to be mitigated.

•  PUREX aqueous reprocessing can be considered as valid for the FR-MOX fuel in the
plutonium-burning and double strata schemes. Reprocessing of this fuel within short
cooling times and with the required high recovery yields, however, will require the
plutonium dissolution yield to be improved and the PUREX process to be modified.

•  Due to the high radioactivity of FR-MOX fuel, its handling will require measures to be
taken to reduce the radiation doses in the fabrication plant and during the transportation
of the fuel assemblies. The increased requirements for shielding, and the preference for
short transportation paths, of multiple recycled fuels also favour the pyrochemical
reprocessing method at the reactor site.

During the past few years, many of these problems, especially in the separation area, have
been addressed very successfully on a laboratory scale. The application of the processes on an
industrial scale, however, still requires large extrapolations.

Figure 3 summarises the requirements of the different fuel cycle schemes for advanced
aqueous reprocessing technology, as needed for the multiple recycled FR-MOX fuel, and for
pyrochemical reprocessing technology. Regarding the pyrochemical reprocessing requirements of the
transmutation schemes, there is some compensation for a high decay heat level by a low throughput,
indicating that the reprocessing challenges are not very different (the trendline in the figure illustrates
that the product of the two quantities is approximately constant).

A striking feature is that the pyroprocessing requirement of the all-FR scheme is much
higher than that of the transmutation schemes. This is a consequence of accommodating the driver and
the blanket fuel in the same fuel rod and blending the two components before processing. The
blending has the advantage of reducing the decay heat of the fuel to be reprocessed and increasing the
proliferation resistance of the system, but imposes high fuel throughput, and hence also economic,
penalties on the scheme. These penalties could be reduced if the blanket were separated from the
driver fuel and reprocessed using PUREX or UREX technology.
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Figure 3.  Advanced reprocessing requirements
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Notes:

1. The ADS-MA scheme requires both pyro and advanced PUREX reprocessing.
The requirements for the latter are very similar to those for the Pu-burning scheme.

2. Decay heats have to be compared with a “normal” decay heat of about 6 W/kgHM
for LWR-MOX fuel.

Fission product transmutation

Fission product transmutation was already reviewed in the status and assessment report
published in 1999 [2]. The present study indicates that, apart from its interesting potential as a
powerful neutron source, the ADS does not open fundamentally new perspectives on this topic.
Important general conclusions are:

•  Excess neutrons produced by critical and sub-critical burners can, in principle, be utilised
to transmute fission products. With the neutron fluxes available in these systems, it is
theoretically possible to transmute the long-lived fission products; the transmutation of
the more abundant short-lived fission products, however, is impracticable due to
insufficient transmutation rates. This means that transmutation, in principle, allows the
mitigation of the long-term risk from fission products in a geological repository, but
cannot significantly reduce the heat generation and mass of the disposed fission products.

•  Minimising the fraction of specialised transmuters in the reactor park can result in an
insufficient neutronic potential for transmuting the long-lived fission products of the
entire park. If the transmutation would be limited to 129I and 99Tc, all TRU burning
strategies could, theoretically, accomplish the task.

•  In practice, the necessity of isotopic separation, as well as difficulties in the preparation
of targets, present difficult obstacles for fission product transmutation, which currently
reduces the number of candidate nuclides to only one or two, i.e. 99Tc and, possibly, 129I
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(so far, the feasibility has been established only for 99Tc). This means that, for the
remaining long-lived fission products, partitioning followed by immobilisation in a
specially stable matrix may remain the only realistic method for reducing their
radiological impact.

R&D needs

Developing advanced reactors and fuel cycles to a point where they could be deployed in a
technically satisfactory and cost-effective manner can be expected to require long lead-times. The
study concludes that, in order to keep the P&T option open, focused R&D should be continued on
critical and sub-critical fast reactors, reprocessing technologies, advanced fuels, structural and coolant
materials, and irradiation targets containing transmutable elements.

Thereby, emphasis should be placed especially on:

•  Basic R&D is needed for the new FR and ADS in the fields of nuclear data and neutronic
calculations, fuel technologies, structural materials, liquid metals, reprocessing
technologies, target materials and high power accelerators (the last two only for ADS).

•  Experimentation on fuels, as no concept can be considered seriously if the appropriate
fuels are not defined and proven, i.e. fabricated, irradiated, and reprocessed.

•  The continued availability of fast-spectrum irradiation facilities.

•  The demonstration at appropriate scale of the performance of pyrochemical processes, in
order to assess in more detail the technical-economic viability of the respective fuel cycle
options.

•  A clarification of the advantages and disadvantages of different coolants for fast-
spectrum systems.

•  Improved modelling tools to simulate materials behaviour under mixed irradiation
conditions and, possibly, high temperatures.

•  Safety analyses of ADS.

In addition to this R&D, countries embarking on an ADS-based fuel cycle strategy should
envisage a demonstration experiment which allows the ADS concept to be validated from operation
and safety viewpoints.

Finally, it should be emphasised that a satisfactory answer to the crucial question as to
whether the benefits from P&T can outweigh the necessary technological and financial investments
will require a substantial strengthening of the effort in the area of performance assessment studies for
geological repositories using a P&T source term.
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